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EYES ONLY 

THE CHAIRMAN OF THE 

COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS 

WASHINGTON 

August 26, 1980 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

E�ectrostatBc Copy M�de 
for Presewatlon Puvpoees 

From: Charlie Schultze 
c.L-S 

Subject: CPI inflation in the next several months 

We forecast the CPI monthly, but never refer to it 
publicly or even release it to other agencies. The table 
below compares the forecast we made a month ago with our 
latest one. 

CPI inflation, July Aug. Sept. Oct. 
annual rate (actual) {forecast) 

Old forecast 2.9 7.7 6.6 9.0 
New forecast 0.0 7.7 8.5 10.0 

Nov. 

11.0 
12.6 

{The September CPI is the last one published before November 4.) 

In a forecast done three weeks ago, CWPS estimated the 
August increase at a 6-1/4 percent rate and September at 8-3/4 
percent. 

The increase in the current CEA forecast over our earlier 
estimates is solely based on what has been happening to 
mortgage interest rates. Previously, we had assumed they. 
would rebound about 1/2 percentage point from their July 
low. We now have them rising by 1.1 percentage points. 

These are relatively conservative forecasts; we have 
leaned a bit on the pessimistic side. For example, we 
have gasoline and fuel oil prices rising at 10 to 15 percent 
annual rates during the remaining months of the year. The 
annual rate of food price increases is assumed to average 
13 percent between now and December. 

Dec. 

12.2 
13.6 
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Over the next two months, therefore, inflation is likely 
to run in the 7 to 9 percent range. The final months of the 
year are likely to see a spurt back into double-digit inflation 
because of food prices and the delayed effect of increased 
mortgage interest rates. If-mortgage interest rates stop 
rising, the 1981 CPI inflation rate should be in the 
neighborhood of 9 to 9-1/2 percent. 



QUOTE 
BACK CHANNEL 
THE WHITE HOUSE 
EYES ONLY THE PRESIDENT 
FOR HAND DELIVERY TO SUSAN CLOUGH 

MR. PRESIDENT: 

1. I AM NOT A MOYNIHAN FAN BUT, NEVERTHELESS, CALL TO YOUR 
ATTENTION HIS ARTICLE IN THE AUGUST 19 WALL STREET JOURNAL. THERE 
HE SUGGESTS THAT THE U.S. RAISE THE OPEC QUESTION AND GIVE LEADER
SHIP TO A SOLUTION WHICH TAKES INTO ACCOUNT THE WORLD'S NEED FOR 
OIL. SENATOR MOYNIHAN MAKES A STRONG ARGUMENT FOR AN INITIATIVE 
ON OUR PART AT THE ELEVENTH SPECIAL SESSION OF THE U.S. I BELIEVE 
IT WORTH YOUR ATTENTION. 

2. CONGRATULATIONS ON THE NOMINATION FOR A SECOND TERM. THE 
RECORD SAYS YOU ARE ENTITLED TO ONE. BOTH YOUR AMBASSADOR AND 
HER ASSISTANT ARE PROUD TO REPRESENT YOU. 

AUGUS'!'
r

_22, 1980 

UNQUOTE 

SIGNED 
PHILIP (PHA) 

Electll'csbatlc Copy M8de 

for Preservation Pugopo$eS 

(This is a message from Ambassador Alston (Canberra) to the President) 
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IMMEDIATE ACTION REQUESTED 

August 27, 1980 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: STU EIZENSTAT 

SUBJECT: Liberal Party Letter 

E§ectrost2tlc Cop)' Msde 

for Pres®roath'llii'A P�rpo$�8 

Attached is a draft of the Liberal Party letter that I mentioned 
to you earlier. It is lengthy, but, as you can see from the 
attached letter to you from the Liberal Party, a detailed response 
is needed to answer their concerns. 

Charlie and Jody's comments have been incorporated. The Foreign 
Policy section was written by NSC and approved by Zbig. 

I discussed the letter this morning with Bob Strauss and Hamilton. 
They believe it is essential that the letter be approved today, 
so it can be delivered tomorrow. At their suggestion, I am 
inviting Mario Cuomo here today to review the letter. I do 
not anticipate any major changes by him. If there are any, I 
will point them out to you in the signature copy we will prepare 
once you approve the basic text. 



. _ . _, .. .  

DRAFT 

To Donald Harrington 

In my initial respon�e to your let�er: oL:June ·17:, 1980, I 
enumerated· the reasons why I believed. the:·: policies ari,d . . ·. 
accomplish.ritents· of my Administration':in· the; past 3� years 
have been. responsive to the commitments ·.of the,·L.iberal Party. 
I would now like to share withyou my visiqn_of·t:he future. 
I think .. you will agree that it is. compatible wi.th the goals 
of the.· Liberal· Party, and '·I· hope the· Party will: t:herefore decide 
to endorse the Carter-Mondale ticket.·.· . ' . . . . . . 

The Liber.al P�rty of Ne� York always. has ,been a critical, 
independent force, for;. progressive· ideals> In .this election, we 
fact a fundamental choice.between· the·forces of reaction and 
those of progressive. ideals. · In this f·ight I certainly want 
and need you by my side. I renew.my assurance that my Adminis
tration will remain in close and regular contact with you. The 
next four years 'will see a further enhancement of· th�. c:lose 
communication between·your party and Democratic P:tesid�nts since 
Roosevelt. 

· 

I will instruct key members of my· White Ho.use Staff 
and Cabinet to be certain your views are obtained on major policy 
·irii tiatives and that the regular· contact· I have pledged. occurs 
not only with me personally but with·my official family. 

In responding to your communication, I will follow the specific 
outline which you have provided. 

1. A New Economic Initiative 

. I share -your view on the need for a new. economic·. initiative, 
which will create jobs, provide an acc.�leiat.ed. rec_overy from the 
recession arid . deal with. the structural···problemev ±n our eco�omy 

.that you have ·identified' .... ,.. ·high ,inflation;- .�low productivity, 
·inadequate capital invest:riu�nt, .tax ·i-nequities, heavy Social 
Security taxes and major ·industries•and:areas in distress. The 
Carter Administration.believes that these prqblems cannot be 
solved d:.hrough. continued ,recession · or high.:�uri�mployment. Rather, 
they will respond to economic policies whichdlrectly:confront 'the 

· strubtural problems. of our economy� rekindle growth and reduce our 
unacceptably high unemployment problem .without reigni'ting i�flation 
and, indeed� while contributing to our:.fight against inflation. 
I do not .and will not passivelyaccept·current or projected'rates 
of high unemployment. . 

· 
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As I described in. detail. in my earlier responses, I have 
already vastly expanded- the_ .Federal government's comrni tment to 
jobs: 

doubling the Job -Corps ; 
· increas'ing· :c'i��TA by . 59%; 

doubling our .employment· and training budget;increasing·our. 
investment in ,youth by almost 100%; developing:' the· targeted jobs 
tax credit arid the Title 7 CETA program which ·provides training 
incentives to the private sector·to hire the hardcore· unemployed • 

• • - ' . .  ' • < 

But more needs to be done and will be:done� .My Administration's 
economic renewal program, whi-ch ,.I have just;'-ai:lnOuriced, will be my 
highest legislative priority· aft�r the election. 

It will create 450,000 additional jobs in its first 12 months and 
over 900,000 additional jobs by the fourth quarter of 1982. It 
is responsive to your memorandum in a variety of ways: 

It offsets the impact of .the increased Social Security 
taxes you mentioned, mandated for January 1, 198·1, without 
reducing revenues for the Social. Security trust funds, by a highly 
progressive tax credit equal to these tax increases. 

· 

It corrects an inequity in the tax code by beginning the 
elimination of the marriage penalty, which penalizes· the increasing 
number of households with two earners. 

It will provide, through refundable investment tax 
credits, aid for hard-pressed industries suc�as steel and auto
mobiles, referred to in your memorandum,·which do not have the 
income to avail themselves of other tax-incentives. 

These refundable credits will also assist those new small 
business firms which. have no initial earnings but are willing to 
commit funds to investment. 

· 

It will begin the development of a new economic planning 
·process, which you mention, through. a· tripar-tite National 

Industrial ·:Revitalization ·Board. . 
· · 

-- . It
.

will cx:eate an Industrial
. 

Development
-

Authority to 
prOVide loanS 1 loan' guaranteeS 1 and. g·ran-tS . On' a.· .. Selective 1 targeted 
basis·to iridustrie�.-

. . r't 'will_ strongly encourage new capital formation by an 
accelerated depreciation proposal and new incentives for 
research arid developm�nt. 

It will provide incentives for industries which expand 
or locate in high unem:ploym�nt are·as 0 

In short, it is an exciting, dynamic, job-creating initiative. 

·�. 

. : 
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2. Commitment to a Full Employment Economy 

I am committed to a full employment economy. My Adminis
tration helped draft and lobbied hard to pass the Humphrey
Hawkins Full Employment Act. I share the commitment in the 
Democratic Party Platform to implement that Act. The economic 
renewal program which you suggested in our June meeting and which 
I have announced will help advance that goal. In addition, I am 
taking the following actions referred to specifically in your 
memorandum. 

Fighting to maintain the level of public service jobs 
against repeated Congressional efforts to cut these jobs. 

Urging passage of a $1 billion anti-recession fiscal 
assistance program, which is part of the overall program I just 
announced, to aid hard-pressed State and local governments. 

Urging Congress to expand unemployment benefits on a 
carefully targeted basis to provide 13 additional weeks of 
coverage above and beyond existing law. 

Continuing my efforts to pass and fund the $2 billion 
Youth Act of 1980 to provide over 450,000 job slots for our dis
advantaged young people. We must first pass the Act before 
considering funding beyond this major amount. If the Youth Act 
is as successful as we believe, then is the time to consider 
additional funding. 

Announcing an expanded effort to weatherize our homes 
and public buildings so that we put Americans back to work saving 
energy, to implement the newly-signed Northeast Corridor program 
to rebuild railroad beds, and to help our ports export more coal. 

Fighting to improve the Trade Readjustment Assistance 
program for workers displaced by imports. 

Providing funding in FY 1981 for the Child Health 
Assurance Program and continuing to strengthen human service 
programs. Critical programs like Food Stamps ·were not reduced 
and should not be. 

As you know, I am committed to a policy of careful and prudent 
budgeting, and to an unremitting fight against inflationary 
increases in the Federal budget. A new Federal spending program 
cannot deal with every perceived national problem. But I 

believe that the anti-inflationary objectives we both share 
can be achieved by a selective approach which intelligently 
distinguishes between wasteful Federal expenditures and 
innovative programs which meet important human needs. 
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I fully agree with you that "iaJ critical determinant of 
our economic health and national security is our energy policy." 
I have spent an enormous amount of time getting the public and 
the Congress to recognize the full gravity of our energy problem -
and with con�iderable success. we have reversed the generation
long increase in our foreign oil dependency and will import 
1� million barrels per day less oil this year than when I took 
office in 1977. 

In response to the specific items in your memorandum I make the 
following points: 

With regard to the major oil companies, I have submitted 
a proposal to the Congress to sharply limit their ability to 
acquire other firms. The Treasury Department, with my support, 
has reduced the tax advantages to which you refer, making it more 
difficult for the major oil companies to treat their royalty pay
ments as foreign taxes and credit them against U.S. taxes. At 
the same time I have urged the American people to recognize that 
our energy problems do not stem simply from the activities of big 
oil companies, and that as a nation we must take major steps both 
to conserve energy and expand alternative supplies. 

I share your strong commitment to public transportation, 
and have asked that an additional $13 billion out of the Windfall 
Profits Tax be spent for mass transit over the course of this 
decade, over and above the base, which I have already expanded. 

I will be expanding my Administration's already significant 
commitment to incentives for conservation. I have very recently 
signed into law the new Energy Conservation and Solar Bank and 
increased its funding as part of my economic renewal program. It 
will supplement the significant new tax credits Congress has passed 
at my request which are, in your words, "rewarding home owners, 
renters, commercial building owners and industrial users for steps 
to use less energy." These tax credits also encourage the installa
tion of solar equipment. We are expending more on conservation than 
on synfuels, which will be financed by loan guarantees and price 
guarantees. It is my goal that 20% of our nation's energy use 
should come from solar energy by the year 2000. This is a goal we 
must meet. 

We have just vastly stepped up our research and develop
ment of renewable energy sources, on top of the tripling of our 
investment over the past 3� years in solar energy, as a result of 
the new Solar Bank and the major new gasahol program I supported 
and recently signed into law as part of S.93 2. 
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We are embarking on intensified research into the 
effects of the expanded use of coal, including an acid rain study. 
As you suggest, we are accelerating the conversion of oil-fired 
utility plants to coal, both through the Fuel Use Act of 1978, 

which I supported and which has led to numerous conversions, and 
through sponsorship of the Utility Oil Backout bill·now in Congress. 
This bill would save 1 million barrels of foreign oil per day by 
providing funds out of the Windfall Profits Tax to provide incentives 
for the utility industry to make the conversions to which you refer. 

We are fighting in Congress to expand the level of low 
and moderate income heating assistance to $2.4 billion per year in 
the coming years. I will carefully monitor the impact of rising 
oil prices on the poor in years to come to determine the appropriate 
level of assistance. 

I understand your concerns about nuclear energy. It is for this 
reason that I have asked my Administration to work with the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission to implement over 40 recommendations of my 
Commission on the Three Mile Island Accident. I have supported a 
moratorium on new licenses until these safety measures are put into 
place, at which point licensing should resume. I also have sub
mitted a proposal to Congress to deal responsibly with nuclear 
wastes. 

But we will need nuclear energy in the near term to reduce our 
dependence on foreign oil. The responsible approach is not to now 
halt the use of nuclear power, but to take every possible step to 
ensure that it is used safely. Of course, I support the Democratic 
Party Platform's hope that ultimately other sources of power will 
be available to generate the power nuclear energy now supplies. 

I do recognize the critical importance of "the New York subway system 
as a major line of defense in energy utilization." Not only am I 
committed to additional funding for mass transit as I have previously 
described, but I have proposed and Congress is in the course of 
passing, a formula change which will be of major importance to the 
New York transit system, providing additional assistance based, for 
the first time, on rider use. 

4. Proportional Federal.Investment in the Northeast 

Since the beginning of my Administration, we have worked 
closely with the Conference of Northeast Governors and with the 
Northeast-midwest Congressional Caucus on improving the Federal 
government's targeting to the Northeast and North Central States 
and other distressed areas. Under my Administration the Northeast 
gained jobs. This progress must continue. 
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As part of my lirban_policy; incentives were qeveloped for new 
investment in distressed areas through 'new· programs ·l·ike the Urban 
Development Action Granb and.the re-targeting_ of over·lOO existing 
Federal programs,. to distressed areas. I am· ·now seeking Congress
ional passage of ·an expanded and more highly''targeted Economic 
Development Act program, which will be of major :va·lue to the 
States to which you refer, including.New York State. 

- l -· • • • • • · • •' 

·, 
The target-�d ·investment tax credit . and :the· �Industrial 'Development 
Authority;· which I- haye.proposedas·an'•integral:.part of my 
economic :renewal program, will also provide··powerful new incentives 
to help •. revitali-ze' these areas 0 

. • • . 

. .  ' � .  ' : - ' . . . . . ' 
.· 

. ' ' .· •:.o', .• 
I 

Fur-ther, '"I have issued. Executive· Orders .. ,to .. construct new Federal 
· ·buildfrigs in,· rather than outside, ·ur:bai(areas·,. -�hc:L'to ·i�b:rease 

Federal procurement in labor surplus areas with ·high. unemployment, 
such as the Northeast. 

As you suggest, I will gladly review'existing cost of living 
formulas, as well as energy credits;'to assure: that all regions 
of the country, including the Northe�st, are being fairly treated. ·\ 
I will continue to seek the most effective military deployment the 
nation can achieve. 

Finally, I have already proposed-io. the. Congress Federal employee 
pay ·reform _which wou,ld. tie pay scales to ·wages· · ip _;localities, which 
would benefit Federal-employees in New· York State_. 

5. Health, Education and.Welfare Services 

I· agree ·with.- you; as I did·with the· DeritoC:r:atic Party .. Platform, 
tha'f: --� balanCed_ n�tional budget shou·ld I;o:t. come· at the· cost of 
�conomic and social misery · for the· disadvantaged .

. 
··I · am pr9ud of my 

efforts to expand programs·like Medicaid,, WIC 1 Food·'Stamp·s, mental 
health, aid for the hapdicapped ·:and: elder:ly, and Title· XX'. 

• J 
. . • . 

My· position on welfare reform is that•em:bodi�d.- in my Party's 1980 
Pla.tform . ·- support:· for_ ·federal. assumption of: �he lOcal·:-w;elfare 

·burden arid a: phased reduction of ,·_the·.States_:••>burden. This 
.is of cr itical'·-importance to. :the . f isca-1--' heal'th 'of New York City. 

·My_ pending-welfare reformbill, which.-has passed the House, is a 
first step toward this ,goal_--· · 

· 

·
. 

·'· · 

'I. ·.share your. strong. commi tmerit . t(). ena:ctmenb :of. a comprehensi v�. plan 
f.or national health insurance.. It. ·has been· and will remain a ·very 

.high priority. of my -Administration�··· · 
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6. Presidential Leadership in Equal Opp6rtunity 

One of the areas of which I am most proud has been the civil 
rights record of this Administration. we have vigorously and 
effectively enforced the civil rights laws. We have instituted 
a new dual prosecution procedure, which permits a Federal 
investigation and prosecution of local crimes which may violate 
the Federal civil rights law of individuals. This procedure is 
now being used in Miami which, as your memorandum states, is 
"

a grim reminder of the unfinished agenda of civil rights in this 
country." 

We have obtained Congressional concurrence of a major strengthening 
and consolidation of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, 
a goal long sought by civil rights groups. We have had a strong 
affirmative action policy in Federal hiring at all levels of 
government and have significantly increased the percentage of 
Blacks, Hispanics and women in key roles in the Federal government. 

As you know, one of the most lasting impacts a President can have 
on a country is his judicial appointments, since they serve for 
life and transcend the Constitutional limitation on Presidential 
service. It is therefore with great pride that I can point to 
the fact that I have appointed more Blacks, Hispanics and women 
to the Federal bench than all previous Presidents of the United 
States combined. I believe that my judicial appointments reflect 
a desire to have qualified, able, and progressive members of the 
Federal bench. This will remain my policy in a second term. 

I am also now fighting for passage of the Fair Housing Amendments 
of 1980, which would strengthen the enforcement of the 1968 Fair 
Hsouing Act. I have been disappointed by the current enforcement 
mechanism, which is costly, cumbersome and ineffective in achieving 
the goals of the 1968 Act. I believe that passage of the 1980 

amendments would be the most important advancement in civil rights 
in over a decade. 

We have taken a strong stand supporting affirmative action in 
critical Supreme Court cases. 

I fully agree with you that only Presidential leadership can remove 
the "ugly scar" of discrimination from our society. I believe my 
background has qualified me to provide that leadership, and I will 
continue to provide it. 

7. Foreign Policy and National Security 
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Since the beginning of my Administration, I have pursued a 

foreign policy course rooted in our fundamental American values 

and designed to utilize our strength together with our friends and 

allies to deter war and build a stable peace. 

To achieve these goals requires military strength. But it is 

also central for a strong America to avoid wasteful defense expendi

tures. I give no portion of the Federal budget more careful scrutiny 

and I can assure you that I will continue to do so in the future. 

I am proud of having strengthened our nation's defenses, 

not in the least by eliminating wasteful or obsolete programs, 

closing unneeded military bases·, and tightening the procedures for 

military procurement. The result is that we have saved billions of 

dollars in the last several years and will continue those savings 

into the future. These are savings that will be used to meet our 

real defense needs and other vital domestic programs as well as 

ease the burden of taxation and inflation. This has been a personal 

priority of mine, and I can assure it will continue. 

Like you, I also believe that arms alone cannot provide the 

security within which our values and interests can flourish. Our 

foreign policy must be directed toward greater international stability, 

in particular deterring Soviet expansion, controlling arms and settlin� 

disputes that could lead to war. Notwithstanding my Administration's 

strong reaction to the Soviet aggression in Afghanistan -- which will 

continue as long as that aggression continues �- r intend at the same 

time to pursue balanced,verifiable arms control arrangements with 

the Soviet Union. I share your conv£ction that these arrangements 

are needed whatever the state of US-Soviet relations and, in some 
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At the beginning of my Administration, I recognized that 

American ideals are relevant to this troubling area of foreign 

policy and to the troubled final decades of our century. Our 

society has always stood for political freedom. Americans, as 

the Liberal Party need not be reminded, have always fought for 

social justice and recognized the need for pluralism. Those values 

of yours -- of ours· -- have real meaning now in a world that is no 

longer dominated by colonial empires� and demands a more equitable 

distribution of political and economic power. 

My Administration has, revived the policy emphasis that gives 

added purpose to our Nation's strength: the wholehearted commitment 

to promote universal standards of htiman rights. We do not maintain 

our power in order to seize powei from others. Our goal is to 

strengthen our freedom and the freedom of others, to advance the 

dignity of the individual and the right of all people to justice, 

a good life, and a future secure from tyranny. 
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respects, that need is greater when US-Soviet relations are worse 

rather than better. 

I have initiated a comprehensive program of arms contro"l. 

This effort encompasses limits· on strategic arms, reduction in 

conventional and nuclear arms in Europe, th� �limination of nuclear 

testing, control of the transfer of arms to the developing world, 

curbs on anti-satellite weapons, other restraints on the proliferation 

of nuclear weapons, and more. 

I sincerely hope to be able to move ahead on the ratification 

of the SALT II Treaty and proceed to the negotiation of deep recipro

cal reductions in SALT III. All these efforts will be pursued 

vigorously with the Soviets to obtain a stable relationship based 

on reciprocity and mutual trust. In doing so, r have and will con

tinue to work closely with other Western leaders. 

I have often stressed that the independence, security and 

development of the countries of the Third World are very important 

both to our national security and to our commitment to advancing 

human rights and meeting basic human needs. Violence and radical 

revolution thrive in an atmosphere of political repression, economic 

want, massive unemployment, and hunger. I have increased our re

quests for foreign economic assistance by more than 50 percent and 

will continue to press the Congress to meet our responsibility to 

the countries of the developing world to meet the needs and aspira

tions of their people peacefully, democratically, and through 

cooperation with the United States and other countries of the West. 
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One of the abiding comridtnients of my Administration is to a 
strong, secure Israel ·at pe'ace with its neighbors, living 
within secure and�·rec6gnized:_ borders .• . .  · Ther�>is no issue on 
which I have. devo·ted more of my time and energy than to ensuring 
lasting peace betwee�. Isr�.'el and1>:her riei'g�bors. ··The· camp David 
Accords are an his:toric slep ·toward ·thiir-· ult1mate result. Our 
policy in the Middle Eastiihas been and will continue to be guided 
by those Acc6rds. · · -

I want to reaffirm what has been and always w.ill be the position 
of my Administration -- that we will not negotiate or recognize 
the PLO unless and until it accepts Israel�s right to exist and 
accepts U.N. Security Council Resolutions 242 and 338. It is long 
past ti�e for an end to all terrorism and other acts of violence 
against Israel. I am particularly proud that almost half of all 
the economic and military assistance which has come to the State 
of Israel since its founding has come during my Administration. 
Unlike the policy of the previous Republican Administration, there 
have been no arms cut-offs or ••reassessments" of policy nor will 
there ever be under a Carter Presidency. 

I fully agree with you that issues in the peace process must be 
negotiated among the parties. We have not and will not unilaterally 
attempt to impose or predetermine these negotiations. we have acted 
in good faith as mediators, conciliators and expediters. I believe 
that the success of the Camp David talks and the Israel-Egyptian 
peace treaty are evidence of our effectiveness in this role. 

9. Equal Rights Amendment 

I fully subscribe to the sentiments which you express about the 
Equal Rights Amendment. My family and I have spent countless hours 
im·:�seeking ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment, after 
successfully getting Congressional approval of the extension of 
the time for ratification. I will not rest until the ERA becomes 
part of the Constitution. 

10. Separation of .Church and State 

One of_my strongest personal tenets is the belief that separation 
Of Church and- Sta,te is "one Of the pilars 0f:.:?0Ur free SOCiety o II 

In this rega;rd,· I have opposed efforts at a Constitutional amend-
ment 'to reve·rse the Supreme Court's ·decision banning prayer in 
public schools • .  ;!:have also opposed tuition tax credits. I worked 
with the Cong�es� to pass,· instead, the Middle-Income Student 
Assistance_program, which I consider one of the significant accomplish
ments of my Administration • .  My·position oh these church-state 
issu�s has been �nd will remain clear. 
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I look forward to four years of cooperation and dialogue with 
the Liberal Party of New York·State in exploring ways to deal 
with the problems and challenges which·.our nation faces • 

'l, ·, 
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Jack Watson 
Arnie 
Lloyd 

Miller 
Cutler 

- - · ·  '"- HOUSE 
WASHINGTON 

8/28/80 

The attached was returned in the Presi dent's outbox and is forwarded to you appropriate handling. 

today 
for 

Rick Hutcheson 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

Mr. President: 

8/28/80 

There are two vacancies to be filled, 

as discussed in the Watson and 

Cutler memos. 

Rick 



MEMORANDUM TO 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

August 27, 1980 

THE PRESIDENT jv/ 

rl().--
JACK WATS -� 
ARNIE MIL � 
District Columbia 

Etect«"cstat�c Copy M�de 

for Prea®fifatSon PliJgoposoo 

Superior Court 

There are two current vacancies for the Court, and Lloyd's 
recommendations include three names: Henry Greene, Dorothy 
Sellers and Ricardo Urbina. 

All three are rated as excellent candidates by various 
sources. Although Lloyd and others rank Greene first among 
the three, we prefer Sellers and Urbina. 

Urbina is uniformly considered very capable by a cross section 
of lawyers we consulted, and also by Judge James Belson, Chief 
Judge of the Civil Division of the Superior Court. There has 
never been an Hispanic on the Court, although the District's 
Hispanic population has rapidly increased in the last five 
years and, according to the Census Bureau, now totals approx
imately 75,000, or about 12 percent of the District's total 
number of residents. Urbina also has strong District political 
support, which includes the Mayor and Bob Washington. 

Sellers is highly recommended and there still are only 6 
women among the 45 judges on the Court. 

Although Greene is obviously capable, there are already 25 
white males on the Court. We think you should nominate 
him for the next vacancy, and we have been advised that 
we can informally indicate to the judicial nominating 
commission that we would like another opportunity to 
review Greene's candidacy when the next vacancy occurs. 

Approve Sellers 
v-

v-· ----
Approve Urbina 

-d 
Approve Greene 



THE WHITE HOVSE 

WASHINGTON 

August 27, 1980 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: LLOYD N. CUTLER)ftt:_ tc) 

SUBJECT: D.C. Superior Court 

There are two vacancies on the D.C. Superior Court, and the 
local nominating commission has submitted six names for your 
consideration. Under the applicable statute, we have until 
late September to send up these nominations. In fact, for 
there to be any chance of confirmation this year, nominations 
should be submitted by the end of August. 

The Superior Court is a vital institution in this city, and 
high quality appointments are'essential. For years the 
court was a repository for marginal� politically connected 
lawyers. The quality of the court has improved markedly 
during this Administration, but you have appointed only 
fifteen of the forty-four judges on the bench and much 
remains to be done. 

Of the six candidates, Henry Greene is by far the best. He 
is a white male who has served for a number of years as one 
of the principal Assistants in the United States Attorney's 
Office and has supervised that office's Superior Court Divi
sion. He knows the court extremely well and is widely 
regarded as a thoroughly competent lawyer with a balanced 
temperament. 

As the attached letter from Griffin Bell indicates, Griffin 
strongly supports Greene for appointment to the Court. 

There are. two other good candidates -- Dorothy Sellers, a 
white woman in ·.private practic,�� and Ricarc:io Urbina� a black 
Hispanic'male who teaches at'Howard Law School. I believe 
that Sellers is clearly �he better of. the two. She is a 
talented lawyer and is endorsed by the. former. Chief Judge of 
the. United States·Court of Appeals for the District of 
Coltimbia, where, she served as a law clerk.· Urbina is strongly 
·supported by Mayor Barry. Bob Washington, the ·local party 
leader,. advised.Arnie Miller today that his preferences are 
Sellers., Urbina and Greene, in that order. Hispanic groups 
have also suppoited Urbina. l 

Your most recent appointment to this court was a black male. 
Of a total of fifteen appointments you have made to this 
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court, six are white males, two are white females, two are 
black females, and five are black males. There are now no 
Hispanics on the court. 

This court badly needs more top quality judges. I there
fore recommend Greene andSellers, in that order. Urbina 
is less capable in my judgment, but is qualified, more so 
than some si-tting·· judges on the court. 

The Attorney General concurs with my views on the merits 
of the three candidates. 

Approve Greene 
-------

Approve Sellers 

Approve Urbina 

cc: Jack Watson 
Arnie Miller 

------

-------



BY HAND 

Dear Lloyd: 

KING & SPALDING 

2500 TRUST COMPANY TOWER 

ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30303 

404/5 72-4600 

August 27, 1980 

I enclose material on Henry Greene, an 
applicant for appointment to the Superior Court of 
the District of Columbia. 

Mr. Greene is an excellent man and was one 
of the three people recommended by me to the President 
for the position of United States Attorney in the 
District. Charles Rupp was selected from the list of 
three. 

Mr. Greene is a first rate lawyer and would 
be an excellent appointee to the Superior Court. To 
help his case I have had a judgeship summary prepared 
on the court and the history of appointments in the 
Carter administration. It is the front page in the 
attachment. 

One last thing: it is quite helpful to a 
court--particularly a large court--to have a mix of 
judges with strong intellect and managerial experience. 
Henry Greene has both and would help the court. 

I will appreciate your help in this matter. 

Warm wishes, 

� � ........... o .... •..__ __ 

Griffin B. Bell 

Enclosures 

The Honorable Lloyd Cutler 
Counsel to the President 
The White House 
Washington, D. c. 20500 

TELEX: 54-2917 TELECOPIER: 404/659-4838 CABLE: TERMI:SUS 
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August 25, 1980 

1. President Carter has made fifteen appointments to the 
Superior Court, and two additional vacancies remain to be 
filled. Those appointments have included 5 black males 
(Judges Webber, Pratt, Bowers, Kennedy and Gardner), 2 

black females (Judges Wagner and Barnes), 6 w hite males 
(Judges Scott, Shuker, Weisberg, Wolf, Morrison and Schwelb), 

and 2 white females (Judges Kessler and Harriet Taylor). 
Thus, 9 of 15 of his appointments, or 60%, have been blacks 
or women. 

2. The present makeup of the Superior Court includes 11 
black male judges, 3 black female judges, 25 white male 
judges and 3 white female judges. In addition, there are 

2 vacancies. Thus, 17 of the 42 active Superior Court 
judges, or over 40%, are blacks or women. 

3 .  The 7 black judges appointed to the Superior Court 
by President Carter (Judges Webber, Wagner, Pratt, Bowers, 
Kennedy, Barnes and Gardner) have increased the number 
of black Judges on the Court from 11 at the time President 
Carter was inaugurated to 14 at the present time: and 
3 of the black judges who resigned from the Court during 
President Carter's term were elevated by him to other 
courts (Judges Penn and Jo hnson to the United States 
District Court and Judge Pryor to the District of Columbia 
Court of Appeals). 

4 .  President Carter has appointed four women to the 
Superior Court, including two blacks (Judges Barnes and 
Wagner) and two whites (Judges Kessler and Harriet Taylor). 
His appointments have increased the number of women on the 
Court by 50% (from 4 to 6). Moreover, the two women on 
the Court who resigned during President Carter's term 
(Judges Johnson and Joyce Green) did so because they were 

elevated by President Carter to the United States District 
Court for the District of Columbia, tripling (from 1 to 3 )  
the number of women judges o n  that Court. 

s. Of the last four vacancies on the Superior Court, three 
have.occurred as the result of the death (Judge Daly) or 
retirement (Judges Burka and Sorrell) of white male judges: 
one has occurred as the result of the elevation of a 
black female judge {Judge Norma Johnson) to the United States 
District Court. One of those vacancies has been filled 
by a black female {Judge Iraline Barnes) and one by a 
black male {Judge William Gardner). Two vacancies remain-
those presently under consideration by the President. 

If Judge Sell has any questions concerning this information, 
or concerning Henry Greene, he should feel free to call 
Mr. Charles Ruff {202-633-1706). 

·.·.-.·.·.-.-.-.::�; 

·· -·
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Resume of 
HENRY F. GREENE 

3263 Beech Street, N.W . 
Washington, D.C. 20015 

724-6185 (Office) 
363-1797 (Home) 

Professional 
Experience 

1977 to present 

Director, Superior Court Operations, United 
States Attorney's Office for the District 
of Columbia, with responsibility for 
supervising the largest litigating division 
of the United States Attorney's Office, 
including 79 attorneys and 72 support 
personnel working in the Felony Trial Divi
sion, Grand Jury and Misdemeanor Trial 
Sections, Career Criminal Unit, 
Victim-Witness Assistance Unit and Citizens' 
Complaint Center. Major responsibilities 
include general supervision over all 
litigation in Superior Court, policy 
determinations, planning and establishing 
goals for the prosecution of local criminal 
offenses, consultation with attorneys 
concerning, and review of prosecutive decisions 
in major cases, training of new Assistants 
concerning ethical obligations and prosecutorial 
conduct, and daily consultation with Assistants 
concerning trial problems, charging decisions 
and ethical conduct. 

Executive Assistant United States Attorney 
for the District of Columbia, with 
responsibility for advising and generally 
assisting the United States Attorney in 
the performance of his responsibilities and 
in matters of major office policy, including 
representation of the United States Attorney 

·.in working with the courts and with Federal 
and District of Columbia goveirunent agencies, 
representation of the United States Attorney 

1972 to 1977 on the District of Columbia Criminal Justice 
Coordinating Board, testifying before Congres
sional committees, developing standards 
and goals for the office, interviewing 
attorney applicants, briefing and arguing 
significant cases on appeal, developing 
new theories and methods of prosecution and 
coordinating their implementation within 
the office, and serving as Acting United 
States Attorney in the absence of the 
United States Attorney and the Principal 
Assistant. 

�--·.--·.·.::;:: :;: 

·::;:::::!::::: 

;::.·::::::::.-.-

..... 
... . .......... 
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. . . . .... . 
........... .. 

::::::::::::; 
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Administrative Assistant United States 
Attorney for the District of Columbia, with 
responsibility to supervise, and advise the 
United States Attorney concerning, all 

1970 to 1972 administrative activities of his office, 
including hiring, training, transfer and 
promotion of attorneys, and consultation with 
the United States Attorney concerning matters 
of major office policy. 

Assistant United States Attorney for the 
District of Columbia, with responsibilities 

1968 to 1970 as a felony and misdemeanor trial assistant, 

1966 to 1968 

part-time, 
1967 to 1969 

and as Deputy Chief of the then-Court of General 
Sessions (misdemeanor trial) Section. 

Law Clerk to Judge William B. Bryant of the 
United States District Court for the District 
of Columbia. 

Faculty Member, "The Heights", Washington, 
D.C. . Taught course on "The Legal Process" 
and directed legal research projects for senior 
high school students in the District of Columbia. 

s ummer, 1965 Law Clerk to Attorney Edward J. McCormack, Jr., 
Boston, Massachusetts. 

Law Clerk to Attorney Floyd B. McKissick, 
summer, 1964 McKissick and Burt, Durham, North Carolina 

(grant from Law Students Civil Rights Research 
Council). 

Education Columbia Law School, New York City, N.Y. 
10027. Received LL.B. degree in June, 
1966 . . . Finalist and member of best team, 
Harlan Fiske Stone Honor Argument . 

1963 to 1966 Chairman, Columbia Law School Forum and 
Moderator-Producer, Columbia Law Forum of the 
Air (WKC R-FM) . • Co-chairman, Columbia 
chapter, Law Students Civil Rights Research 
Council. 

Harvard College, Cambridge, Mass. 02138 . 
Rece�ved A.B. degree, cum laude, in June, 
1963 . . . Dean's List (senior year) • 

1959 to 1963 News, Sports and Public Affairs Director of 
Harvard Radio Broadcasting Company (!'ffiRB-FM) 
and Moderator-Producer of Harvard Radio Forum 

. President, Harvard-Radcliffe Young 
Democratic Club (1961-1963) . 

. ...... .. . ... . 

... . 
... . ....... . . . 

. . . 
. . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . .  

• . . . . . . • . . . • •  

. . ............................................ .......... ................... .................................................................. ................ ............... :·:,
i;;
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other 

Professional 
Memberships 

ABA-LEAA National Workshop on Reduction 
of Court Delay and the Cost of Litigation 
(May, 1979). Deputy Attorney General's 
Public Policy Seminar (December, 1976). 
Attorney General's Senior Executive Seminar 
(November, 1974) . • .  United States 
Attorney's Management Seminar (December, 
1973). 

Member of the Bars of the District of 
Columbia (admitted June 19, 1967) and the 
Supreme Court of the United States 
(admitted June 22, 1970). 

District of Columbia Bar (unified). 
Chairperson of Division on Courts, Lawyers and 
the Administration of Justice (1977-1978). 
Member (1978 to present) and Vice Chairperson 
(1979 to present) of the Legal Ethics Committee 
of the Bar. • . l-lember of Bar's Comrni t tee on 
Continuing Legal Education (1979 to present). 
Member of Lawyer Referral and Information 
Service Committee (1978-1980). 

Member, District of Columbia Superior Court 
Advisory Committees on Criminal Rules (1978 
to present), the Federal Rules of Evidence 
(1974) and Pretrial Mental Competency 
Examinations (1974-1977) . . .  Member, Citizens' 
Complaint Center Advisory Board (1978 to 
present). 

Member (representing the United States 
Attorney), District of Columbia Criminal Justice 
Coordinating Board and Chairman, Administration 
of Justice Committee (1974-1975) and Systems 

· .. Development Committee ( 197 5-1976). • United 
States Attorney's representative on the District 
of Columbia's Criminal Justice Supervisory 
Board (1979 to present). 

Member of Judicial Conferences for the District 
of Columbia Circuit (1974-1980) and District 
of Columbia Courts (1976-1980). .Member of 
Judicial Conference Committee on the Implemen
tation of the American Bar Association's 
Standards of Criminal Justice in the District 
of Columbia {1972-1974) • • •  Member of Advisory 
Panel to Joint Committee on Criminal Defense 
Services of the Judicial Conference and the 
District of Columbia Bar (unified}(l975) . 

............ .... ............... .... . ...... . .. ..... . ........ .. -................. ........ ...... ...................... ............................ ... - .............................................. ...................... ............ ...... . . . ... )!'"""'' . ................... ............. . .. . . 
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Member, American Bar Association (1974 to 
present) and Sections of Criminal Justice, and 
Individual Rights and Liberties. .Chairperson, 
Pretrial Release Committee (1977-1978) and 
Committee on Rules of Evidence and Criminal 
Procedure (1979-1980) • . .  r.Iember, Committees 
on Federal Rules of Evidence and Procedure 
(1975 to 1977), Habeas Corpus (1975), Pretrial 
Release (1976), Prosecution Function (1978-
1979) and Task Force to Update Standards 
relating to Function of the Trial Judge, 
Trial by Jury, Speedy Trial, Sentencing and 
Probation (1977-1979). 

Attorney General Civiletti•s Task Force on 
Police Use of Deadly Force (1979 to present) 

.Attorney General Levi•s Task Force on 
Prosecutorial Discretion ( 1976). . Deputy 
Attorney General•s Task Force on a Local 
Prosecutor for the District of Columbia 
(1979) 0 

Treasurer, Columbia Law School Alumni 
Association (District of Columbia) {1978-
19 80) 0 

Trustee, William B. Bryant Portrait Trust 
Fund (1979-1980). 

Publications Criminal Jury Instructions for the District 
of Columbia ( Chairperson of Criminal Jury 
Instructions Committee and Editor, 2nd 
edition, 1972, 3rd edition, 1978, and case 
update lists, 1979 and 1980) . ... Voiceprint 
Identification: The Case in Favor of 
Admissibility .. , Voiceprint Identifica-
tion: A dmissible Evidence?, A.B.A., 1976, 
and 13 Amer1can Criminal Law Review 171 
( 1975). • . Book Review of A gainst Our 

Will, 65 Georgetown Law Journal 857 ( 1977) 
--... The Prosecutor•s Role in the Pretrial 
Release of Criminal Defendants .. , Pretrial 
Problems of the Prosecutor (National College 
of District Attorneys, 1977). 
Criminal Trial t1anual, United States Attorney•s 
Office for the District of Columbia (Editor, 
1977 edition). 

. A  

Awards Recipient of Federal Bar Association�s 
Younger Lawyer Award (1975) for .. outstanding 
service to the United States .. by ,.demonstrating 
legal competence, industriousness and 
achievement of the highest order .. . . .  

. ... 
····

·
··

·
·· 
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Personal 

Department of Justice Director's Award from 
Executive Office of United States Attorneys 
(1979) for "outstanding service to the Office 

of the United States Attorney". . Assistant 
United States Attorneys Association Harold J. 
Sullivan Award (1978), presented to the 
"Assistant United States Attorney who best 
exemplifies the selfless devotion, personal 
courage, professional fairness and advocacy 
of the late Harold J. Sullivan". .Department 
of Justice Special Achievement Award (1971), 
"in appreciation and recognition of sustained 
Superior Performance of Duty" . . •  American 
Correctional Association Certificate of 
Appreciation (1972), for significant 
contribution to the development and success 
of "Project Crossroads", a pretrial diversion 
program . . • Marvin E. Preis Award (1978), 
presented by the Young Lawyers Section of the 
Bar Association of the District of Columbia 
for "outstanding achievement" • . .  District 
of Columbia Bar Award of Merit (1979) for 
"exceptional performance" as a member of 
the Legal Ethics Committee of the Bar. 

Born June New York City • .  

Married t K�pala on August 6, 1966 
at Wellesle , Massachusetts. . Two children, 
Christopher Bryant Greene (born July 12, 1969) 
and Jonathan David Greene (born November 27, 
1971) . . .  Coach, D.C.-Maryland youth soccer 
(r-1.S. I.) team (1978-1979). .Cubmaster, Pack 
52, Washington, D.C. (presently). 

�-:::.�::::::: 
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U.S. Department of Justice 

Office of the Associate Attorney General 

ll'ashington, D.C. 20530 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Jack H. Watson, Jr. 
Assistant to the President 

I 

FROH: John H. Shenefiel�� 
Associate Attorn��ral 

RE: Iranian Student Project at Federal 
Correctional Institution, Otisville, 
New York, and Metropolitan Correctional Center, 
New York, New York, August 2-5, 1980 

You asked for a report on the above project. Based 
upon my preliminary investigation, these are my tentative 
findings: 

-

1. Of the 192 Iranians involved, it now appears that · 

only approximately five individuals are in any significant 
way "out of status" and may therefore be subject to deportation 
proceedings for violations of the immigration laws. This 
figure is derived from the initial investigations done on 
August 2-5 and from an independent re-check done over the 
last two weeks by INS personnel in Washington at the personal 
direction of the Acting Commissioner. 

2. For reasons which are still unclear and which 
should be explained shortly when an INS Office of Professional 
Responsibility investigation is completed, some number, 
perhaps as many as 30-50, of the Iranian males mdy have been 
released without any investigative checks being one on the 
data provided by them to the INS investigators. The re-
check mentioned above has already determined that only one 
of those released on this basis may be "out of status,"so 
that no harm resulted from this error. 

3. Notwithstanding press allegations which repeated 
charges made by certain INS officers, ho orders of any kind 
were given by either INS or Justice Department officials in 

IEDsctrostatlc Ccll)y M�de 

for PreaewvmtB«lln PurpoH$ 
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Washington to release the Iranians without verification of 
the information they gave to the investigators. To the 
contrary, the Assistant Commissioner for Investigations and 
the Acting General Counsel of the INS personally flew up to 
the FCI and instructed the investigators on the procedures 
by which deportation proceedings might be initiated against 
any of the Iranians found to be "out of status." Elaborate 
preparations were laid for conducting such proceedings, and 
personnel were standing by in New York City to accept bonds 
from any of the students so classified. 

4. So far as I can determine, there were no bad faith 
or malicious decisions made to release the Iranians. Three 
senior INS officials from Washington and Ne't-7 York City 
arrived at the FCI shortly before 6:00p.m., Tuesday, August 
5, and were told orally by the INS supervisor on the scene 
that checks had been done on all the 172 males and these 
showed only two individuals were "out of status." Appropriate 
bonds or other transfers were arranged for those two persons • .  

On that basis, and only after they received this report 
(which corroborated telephone reports they had gotten from 
the same supervisor over the preceeding 48 hours), they 
authorized the release of the Iranians. 

5. Clearly, there is a discrepancy between the report 
made by the supervisor to his superiors and what may, in 
fact, have occurred at the FCI. This is a very serious 
managerial problem, and following the completion of the 
investigation described above, the Department and the INS 
will take any corrective or disciplinary measures deemed 
necessary. 

6. However, in viewing this entire operation, I feel 
compelled to note that, notwithstanding this problem, the 
Justice Department, INS, Bureau of Prisons, U.S. Marshals 
Service, Defense Department, Air Force, and state and local 
authorities worked effectively together and on virtually no 
notice. They moved the Iranians from Washington, conducted 
the investigations, and then moved them back to Washington 
without serious incident or any harm or injury being done to 
any of the Iranians, despite their lengthy fast and weakened 
physical condition. This was a massive and delicate project, 
fraught with potential for disruption and repercussions in 
Tehran. The personnel from all these agencies understood 
the responsibility they bore, and I think generally they 
discharged it well. 

-· 
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I would be happy to come over and brief you more fully 
on the details of my review of the facts if that would 
assist you. Please let me know if you wish to have such a 
briefing. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON �IGeb'out:ortD!C Co�y M��e 
for PrsseNmJ@f.il f.yrp·'?l�.�� 

MEETING WITH MEMBERS OF CONGRESS 

Wednesday, August 27, 1980 and 
Thursday, August 28, 1980 
8:15 - 8:30 a.m. (15 minutes) 
State Dining Room , 

CJ11 , 
From: Frank Moore�- _ (\ 

Zbigniew Brzezinski'� 

I. PURPOSE. To discuss the International Monetary Fund and 
Mult1lateral Development Bank legislation with undecided 
Members. (There are some supporters among the invitees. 
Chairman Reuss, whose responsibility this legislation is, 
will be among the group on Thursday.) 

The authorization bill for the IMF has been placed on 
this week's House floor schedule, but it will actually 
be considered late next week at the earliest. 

The IDA VI authorization legislation may be considered 
around mid-September, if the IMF passes by a comfortable 
margin. 

I I. BACKGROUND,. SCENARIO,. PARTICIPANTS AND PRESS ARRANGEMENTS 

A. Background. We are holding these breakfasts at the 
request of Secretary Miller because he believes it 
is crucial to persuade undecided Members of Congress 
about the importance to our own economy and the world 
of the International Monetary Fund and the Multilateral 
Development Banks. 

B. scenario. You will open the meeting. After you leave 
Secretary Miller will give a more detailed explanation 
of the legislation. His remarks will be followed by a 
question and answer session. Tom Ehrlich, Director of 
IDCA, will close the meeting. 

c. Participants. See complete lists at Tab A. 

D. Press Arrangements. White House photo. 
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ATTENDEES AT CONGRESSIONAL BREAKFAST ON WEDNESDAY , AUGUST 27, 1980 

AT 8:00 A.M. IN THE STATE DINING ROOM 

Rep. Donald J. Albosta (D/Mich) Secretary William Miller (Treasury) 
Rep. Glenn M. Anderson (D/Calif) Fred Bergsten (Treasury) 
Rep. Beryl F. Anthony (D/Ark) Donald Terry (Treasury) 
Rep. Edward P. Beard (D/RI) 
Rep. Douglas Bereuter (R/Neb) Thomas Ehrlich (Director, !DCA) 
Rep. Mario Biaggi (D/NY) Roger Cochetti (!DCA) 
Rep. James Blanchard . (D/Hich) 
Rep. John Breaux . (D/La) Brian Atwood (State) 
Rep. William Broomfield (R/Mich) 
Rep. John Buchanan (R/Ala) Frank Moore (White House) 
Rep. Clair w. Burgener (R/Calif) Bill Cable (White House)· 

Rep. John J. C avanaugh (D/Neb) Henry Owen (White House) 
Rep. William Clinger (R/Pa) Madeleine Albright (White House) 
Rep. Robert W. Davis (R/Mich) 
Rep. Edward Derwinski (R/Ill) 
Rep. Brian J. Donnelly (D/Mass) 
Rep. Charles Dougherty (R/Pa) 
Rep. Allen E. Ertel (D/Pa) 
Rep. Thomas B. Evans (R/Del) 
Rep. Dante Fascell (D/Fla) 
Rep. Hamilton Fish (R/NY) 
Rep. Wyche Fowler (D/Ga) 
Rep. Bill Frenzel (R/Minn) 
Rep. Sam Gibbons (D/Fla) 
Rep. Benjamin Gilman (R/NY) 
Rep. Dan Glickman (D/Kans) 
Rep. Henry B. Gonzalez (D/Tex) 
Rep. Albert Gore (D/Tenn) 
Rep. 1\Tilliam H. Gray (D/Pa) 
Rep. William Green (R/NY) 
Rep. Kent Hance (D/Tex) 
Rep. Margaret Heckler (R/Mass) 
Rep. Henry J. Hyde (R/Ill) 
Rep. Abraham Kazen (D/Tex) 
Rep. Ray Kogovsek (D/Colo) 
Rep. John La Falce (D/NY) 
Rep. Matthew McHugh (D/NY) 
Rep. Parren Mitchell (D/Md) 

Rep. Philip R. Sharp (D/Ind) 
Rep. J. William Stanton (R/Ohio) 
Rep. Chalmers Wylie (R/Ohio) 

* * * 



THE WHITE HOUSE 
WASHINGTON f�sctlfoa·hatlc Ccpy M�de 

fcfl' Pras�ntmt�orra P�n·po�es 

MEETING WITH MEMBERS OF CONGRESS 

Thursday, August 28, 1980 

8:20 - 8:35 a.m. (15 minutes) 
State Dining Room 

From: Frank Moore "T\-'\ 
Zbigniew Brzezinski 2..6/t-.v. 

I. PURPOSE. To discuss the International Monetary Fund and 
Multilateral Development Bank legislation with undecided 
Members. (There are some supporters among the invitees. 
Chairman Reuss, whose responsibility this legislation is, 
will be among the group.) 

The authorization bill for the IMF has been placed on 
this week's House floor schedule, but it will actually 
be considered late next week at the earliest. 

The IDA VI authorization legislation may be considered 
around mid-September, if the IMF passes by a comfortable 
margin. 

II. BACKGROUND, SCENARIO, PARTICIPANTS AND PRESS ARRANGEMENTS 

A. Background. We are holding these breakfasts at the 
request of Secretary Miller because he believes it 
is crucial to persuade undecided Members of Congress 
about the importance to our own economy and the world 
of the International Monetary Fund and the Multilateral 
Development Banks. 

B. Scenario. You will open the meeting (the Members will 
have eaten). After you leave, Secretary Miller will 
give a more detailed explanation of the legislation. 
His remarks will be followed by a question and answer 
session. Tom Ehrlich, Director of IDCA, will close 
the meeting. 

c. Participants. See complete list at Tab A. 

D. Press Arrangements. White House photo. 
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III. ISSUES FOR DISCUSSION·,... TALKING POINTS 

;. : ' -� 

. � . 

:_.: ,�:·.-
'. 

•-' 

The importance· of pending legi·sl.ation for the . international 
Monetary· Fund ·· (IMF) arid the -Multilateral DevelOpment Banks 
(MOBs) :

. . ..,_ 

B�fore ·the end of thi� - se�s·i�� :of. C<:>ngr:e-�s-, the House will 
<consider legislation .to authorize� and-·fund� qontinued u 0 s 0 
· .participatic:m ·in · . .the: International Monetary Fund and the 

In:ternationai Development ::Association'�� .·the Worl:d Bank's 
concessional loan w1ndow. _ 

Both
.
: of these· ins.ti tutions· · �re vi tal .to. the economic and 

�trategic interests< of the:-.united States and deserVe full 
Congressional s_upport. 

There is concern however, both here and abroad, about 
COngressional willingness to approve a continued leadership 
role for the U.S. in these institutions� These concerns 
were raised in the recent economic summit at Venice. 

Congressional fajlnre to approve commitments which have 
been-carefully worked out with our allies would be·a 
disastrous signal.- of :retreat in our foreign pol·icy and 
could have equally adverse. consequences .. to our long-term 
economic self-interest. 

The Seriate pass_ed the necessary authori,z:ing legislation 
for these in's:titutions. by wide margins earlier in the 
year, so American leadersh1p 1n these institutions now 
rests with the House. 

· 

Secretary Miller will be talking to you in-greater detail 
about these �p:r:ograriis:�, ]:)ut I want to 'take a few minutes now 
to. outline the Critical nature of these institutions to 
our country • �:·. 

. . . ' .. . . 
..· 

.. · 
1;�_;�. The U.S. depends on .. a heaTthy world.· economy. 

· · · . E
'
xports' ·account f�r. 6I1.e· ;of· �even m:a·nufactu�ing·jobs a�d 

· one-third of.·.farm outpu:t. in this _country • . . ·American .:. : .. 
. , .. qd'tpoLat1ons ,dependoninternational business' for :30 .percemt 

. of their total profit:a �: 'The . developing world has.· been 'our 
,. . Targest and fastest' · growing export mar�et,. ac·countiljcj_ for a 

30 percent share{.'of· u�s . .. ·exports; The_ apili ty .of -develop'ing 
COUntrleS-- to SUStain and· expand SUCh imports. . ... :frbm th� - :-: . .. 
Uni �ed States··-:::: .·whicl:t haye·'-� yery considerable impaCt on 

·u.s� .ernployinen:t <-.-:-·if:;_ d¢terrriined by their pace of development. � . . . . . . 
. . __ ,,· 

·., -� . ' . 

. . _·,  . . ' ,\ 

' . ... 
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2. The world ecqnomy is in a period of great strain. 

Growing balaiice' of'
.
pa:Yments deficits; 

Soaring en�rgy casts; 
Slower growth;· and· · 
Rapid· inflation. : · · 

•,,",: ._,; 

3 �- iMF :·an& :MbBs;. i:i�e :ess-�htia
·
l • 

. . : . ·.� - ' 
. . ·.. . . � � ' -

3 

Th¢ ioo�ing ·:e�_bnomic .·· pr�blems: of . t�e n��.t few years will 
· sore.ly· te'st th'"e · capac�:tY o .. f, the interhatio'nal· economic 
sys'tem. tO sui�ltain. gr6wth·:a.rid expanding .·prqsperi ty for all. 
T�MF and the Mul tila.teral· Developmeflto;'Banks are the 
common defense forces of"·· the worid . ecc;)nomy. These 
institutions must have the resources' to . .do their jobs. 
The IMF is the front line in our effor.ts to maintain 
global economic stability. . The Mul t:!J,.ateral :Oevel apment 
BanRs·promote.econ6mic progress . 

.....----

4. Role of Tnternational·Monetary Fund. 

A quota increase for the IMF is vital to permit growth 
in world trade and investment, by helping to finance 
short-t�rm balance-of�payments deficits with temporary 
credits. In exchange for assisfance, the Fund re9uiies 
necessary discipline over national economic polic1es. 

The quota ·increase will g:ive U" S. access to more resources 
to defend the dolJ.ar, if necessary (as in Noyerriber 1978), 
be'"cause we can immedicitely·'·borrow foreign currencies to 
defend our own position. The u.s. is historically the 
second largest user of the funO. 

It will enable us to maintain u,s. influence as the 
largest and most .powerful member of the :IMF I and. thus 
our leadership rol•e,' in in�ernational financial ma-tters. 

�he: u.s. subscription to the IMF:i,is no:t.,foreiqn·aid�· 
. , i_s ·important to� note that. the:: u.s ... sfi.ar.e• qf ·the. quota 

increase ;.,."-: $5-.S''biil·ion -:-�·will <no,t.: result in any net 
.. budgetary outla,ys and; ther,efore·,. d"oes: .not ih any ·'flay 
·.contribute to· ·a budget deficit. 

'· . 

It 



; ' 

5. Role of Multilateral Development Banks 

The developi,ri�world is.entering a cr�tical period with 
the difficul-t·· intef'nationaL·economic .e·nvironment 
aggravating th.'e:' already>, �s'erious ·. problerris�. o:f widespread 
poyer.ty•' .. The Multilateri:d Oevelopmen.t;;J3�nks are the 
inost cost�effective· catalysts· 'for- deveJ¢pment in, _the 
world tOday� ·For. E:!Xample·, they, ·a:r� able ·.t:q · l�rid $50 
for every Sl>whicp the· u.s. ·:pays ::int.o :them::. 05y tapptng 

.. O'ther. donor COuntries·· and .the· private cap1t.al markets) • 
. ' • .  ; . ' , ·  • . . • ' .. . : .-_ . . • . . •  ·. . : . : . .  ·. _- : -: • �- . ;· l ' - :· . ·. 

. 
·-. . ::. . -. ' . 

our:·ilati�J:laL' i'nt��e.st� r�qufr�· �bppo�t;':fer the .free 
inarket syf:!tem ar1d an ehyironffient.which<�osters economic 
g�owth and poLi. tidll.'�:· stabili:ty throughmit<the .developing 
world. One need. only:·.sC'an the list of;:. tJiE? largest 
development' ·bank borrowers {Mexico·, Brazil, .rhdia, Korea, 
Pakistan, �t, ·rn-aone�ia, · C'O!Ombia, J<erixa and. TurkexT 
to grasp the impor':fance of the MOBs> to u.s. strategic 
and economic interests. 

The expanded scope of MOB lending for energy and food. 
production underscores·· the vital role these banks· are 
playing in finding solutions to: our critical global 
problems by promoting development in the ThirdWorld. 
The World Bank and IDA alone. plan to finance by.� 
projects that will expand energy output equivalent to 
2 1/2 million barrels-of oil . daily. of· cour·se, every 
�ditional barrel of oil prodl,lced increases the world 
supply and lessens the pressure on our prices. 

---- � 

Our own economy benefits from·MDB activity. For every 
$1 we pay into· them, ·our own· economy expands. by $ � as 

ad.rrect result -- and there is a much greater impact as 
a result of indirect effects •. 

The IMF and the MOBs are the centerpiece.of th� free
world· economic system. To the extent· that the developing 
countries look to them for their own future development 
needs; ·they will be less tempted by the blandishment of 
Communist countries. 

. 

' ' ' 

c 6 :� .·Support- for these 'i'nf:)ti tutipnsdic:ts. �been non.;;.p�rtisan 
over' the·. years i and we hope to :count 'on ypur supp_ort 
when th� bills' come to the floor in the' near future�· 

'·.··· 
·. ·. -
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LEGISLATIVEBACKGROUND FOR IMF AND IDA VI LEGISLATION 
' •' 

, .
. ·

,
· 

on'-Juile>J 6 �,-{•'l-'9:�d ·
(th� ;:Seii�t.e a,pprpv�Q. .·· s � · 2271, the IMF 

qU:O'.ta.Jhcrease authoriza; t:tc:?ri ·,b_ilT, ':by·�Ci: vote of 55 yeas 
to ;25� miysf .and,the IDA. v:i: ·'authorJ'zation:;:bill, S. 2422, · 

.by.(a ..
. 

VOt._� ·a�::_�_.:5_3· .. _·�yeaS�.:�tCf -24::���-rlaY:s:. · . . · . . .  ·:_.:·� · · .·;·, -
-
;�;il'� --

-·���-�
-
e:·.B��k-��;�:

•-C�_�it�;::
·:
o��:� ,��g -

.
'� -; -, ·/·�·9,B-O . �eported 

out-.·H �-R�':-_7.24'4 ,.XthE:':IMF.•authoriza:tion: bill,. by· a yote 
. of ;_ 3.4 . yeas .·ith :4 ·' nays·-: .arid :u:�·R . . 6.8111 :the" ·IDA vr 
·a.uthoriza;tio!l, hili� :.b�i· a vote of 31 y�as to 9 ·nays. 

. . 

. -

· · ' · 

. 

.. 

' 
. 

. 
. • '  . 

The ati'th0rizati6n bill for·::-the. IMF. has been placed on 
this week's·iiotise floor schedule, but it will actually 
be considered late next w.eek at the earliest. 

The full House Appro.priations Committee will consider 
funding for IMF this Thursday, and the IMF appropriations 
legislation will likely be on the House floor the same 
day as the authorization bill. 

The IDA VI authoriz�tion legislation may be corisidered· 
around mid-September, if the IMF passes by a comfortable 
margin. 

Funding for the IDA VI is contained in the FY 1981 
foreign aid appropriations bill which will apparently 
not be considered until after the electibrt • 

. .· . 

: ·.
•. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

August 27, 1980 

TO THE PRESIDENT 

One of the invitees is John Breaux (D/La) . 
He is the authOr of H.R. 7039, the American 
Fisheries Promotion Act. You should be aware 
that he will try to speak to you privately 
about this bill because he told Japanese 
representatives that he would be seeing you 
at breakfast. 

The Breaux bill is generally useful for the 
development of fisheries in our 200 mile 
Fisheries Conservation Zone. It does, 
however, raise some serious programmatic, 
budgetary, and international problems. 
Foreign governments are especially concerned 
about the so-called "phase out" provisions 
designed to eliminate all foreign fishing 
in U.S. waters. 

Secretary Klutznick met with Breaux on 
Tuesday in one more effort to work out some 
compromise on the legislation. Breaux was 
adamant about retaining the "phase out" 
provision. We will not be able to support 
his bill if we cannot reach a compromise on 
that issue and you should make that clear 
to him. Breaux told Klutznick that if 
�phase out" is not kept in, he will kill 
his own bill. 

You should also know Elliott Richardson 
called Dr. Brzezinski to stress his problems 
with the bill as it relates to the Law of 
the Sea. 



.. · . .. 

···
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SPECIAL TALKING POINTS FOR JOHN BREAUX ' -1.-: 

" "  ·-

-<:< '.j��-\�:�
·
:; _ . ... ·. � ... . ·.. ,• ' ,. : 

I am aware.:.i:f� :, y6ti�·'pi�heri.es· Bill. . . \.: .. :-
- - -:�·:. r . •  � J -..;: ' • • 

_.. 

The· hiiF: ::(� .�·ii-·_gbb.d �b.ilJ:,_,;'¢xcept fra��ly.·for·.,'t:he , foreign phase
out\provisions.":which�·:cause. u�·· ser'ious probl,ems. ·:Several foreign 
gO'v�I::runeli'ts(',have.'.·:.rFi.isec:f this with· various :niembers of my 
Ad�ini:s-tra1::iori� ·.·_: -. .-�:,, · 

· 
. . -. · · · · · 

. ·; · 
· 

I. generally· f>Upportyour-effort· to assi'stdevelqpment of our 
domestic fishing industry but I.must object to the foreign 
fishing phase out provisions on foreign policy and national 
security grounds. Mandating the phas� out of foreign nations• 
fishing in our 200 mile Fisheries Conservation Zone is 
undesirable because foreign countries may retaliate and our 
ability to leverage favorable trade agreements for our fishing 
industry is decreased. 

I understand that you met with SecretaryKlutznick yesterday 
in an effort to work out a compromise. Apparently yo�.: were 
not able to resolve the problem, but I hope you wil'l be able 
to do so. If the "phase out·" is removed· and some cost· 
adjustments are made, we· could su.pport the bill. Otherwise 
we cannot • 

. , .-�-
. .-.: 

. . 

' ... 
' ,-._ I ,  

.. ·. \ . 

· . .. 
·.-__ -...· . I'· ., 
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ATTENDEES AT CONGRESSIONAL BREAKFAST ON THURSDAY, AUGUST 28, 1980 

AT 8:00 A.M. IN THE STATE DINING ROOM 

Rep. Silvio Conte 

Rep. Robert Garcia 
Rep. Robert Giaimo 

Rep. James P. Johnson 

Rep. James Leach 
Rep. Clarence Long 
Rep. Jim Lloyd 

Rep. Robert McClory 
Rep. Robert McEwen 
Rep. Gunn McKay 
Rep. Stewart McKinney 
Rep. Edward R. Madigan 
Rep. Marc L. Marks 
Rep. Romano Mazzolli 
Rep. Dan Mica 

Rep. Stephen Neal 
Rep. Bill Nelson 

Rep. David R. Obey 

Rep. J. J. Pickle 
Rep. John Porter 

Rep. Nick Joe Rahall 
Rep. Ralph Regula· 
Rep. Henry S. Reuss 
Rep. Charles Rose 
Rep. William Royer 

Rep. Harold S. Sawyer 
Rep. Paul Simon 
Rep. Stephen Solarz 
Rep. Edward Stack 
Rep. J. William Stanton 
Rep. Samuel Stratton 
Rep. Mike Synar 

Rep. Tom Tauke 

Rep. Harold Volkmer 

(R/Mass) 

(D/NY) 
(D/Conn) 

(R/Colo) 

(R/Iowa) 
(D/Md) 
(D/Calif) 

(R/Ill) 
(R/NY) 
(D/Utah) 
(R/Conn) 
(R/Ill) 
(R/Pa) 
(D/Ky) 
(D/Fla) 

(D/NC) 
(D/Fla) 

(D/Wisc) 

(D/Tex) 
(R/Ill) 

(D/WVa) 
(R/Ohio) 
(D/Wisc) 
(D/NC) 
(R/Calif) 

(R/Mich) 
(D/Ill) 
(D/NY) 
(D/Fla) 
(R/Ohio) 
(D/NY) 
(D/Okla) 

(R/Iowa) 

(D/Mo) 

Rep. Wes Watkins 
Rep. Lester Wolff 
Rep. Joe Wyatt 
Rep. Larry Winn 

Rep. Sidney Yates 

(D/Okla) 
(D/NY) 
(D/Tex) 
(R/Kans) 

(D/Ill) 

Rep. Clement Zablocki· 
Rep. Leo Zeferetti 

(D/Wisc) 
(D/NY) 

* * * 

Secretary William Miller (Treasury) 
Fred Bergsten (Treasury) 
Donald Terry (Treasury) 

Thomas Ehrlich 
Roger Cochetti 

Brian Atwood 

Frank Moore 
Bill Cable 
Henry Owen 
Madeleine Albright 

(Director, IDCA) 
( IDCA) 

(State) 

(White House) 
(White House) 
(White House) 
(White House) 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

�lectwost2tBc Ccpy Msq:ge 
w A s H ' N G T o N 

for PreseftfSJ1Uon Pg,j�rpotJsss 

ANNOUNCEMENT OF POLICY FOR ECONOMIC RENEWAL 

I. PURPOSE 

Thursday, A ugust 28, 1980 
2:oo-p�m. 

The East Room 

FROM: ANNE WEXLER � 
FRANK MOORE 

To announce your economic program to revitalize and stabilize 
the American economy for the 80's. 

II. BACKGROUND, PARTICIPANTS, PRESS PLAN 

A. Background: 

As you know, over the last few weeks, we have conducted 
a series of consultations with Congress, business, labor, 
and interest groups on ways to revitalize American 
industrial productivity. 

Thursday's announcement is to be preceded by embargoed 
briefings for financial and editorial writers, science 
writers and the White House Press Corp. 

Following your East Room announcement and a reception 
in the State Dining Room, the audience will be sub
divided into interest areas and given a detailed briefing 
of your policy by Bill Miller, Stu Eizenstat, Jim Mcintyre 
and Charlie Schultze. On Friday, EPG members will appear 
on the morning TV shows and 25 Cabinet and sub-Cabinet 
officials will visit key cities for media appearances 
and editorial board briefings. In addition, we will 
brief 2,000 interest group representatives next week. 



B. Participants: 

Invited a�e the.Cabinet, Congressional leaders, and 
leaders from business, labor, state and local government 
and social action gf()ups. Attached is a list of some of 
the more· prominent persons who have indicated they will 
attend. We. will update this list during the day tomorrow. 
Many of these people have been briefed by EPG members 
and wi!'l be prepared to make supportive statements. 

C. Press Plan: 

There will be open press coverage for your remarks; 
financial, economic and specialized press writers 
will also attend. 



MEMBERS OF CONGRESS WHO HAVE: INDICATED THEY WILL ATTEND 

SENATE 

Daniel. Inouye 
Gaylord Nelson 

HOUSE 

Lud Ashley 
Edward Bolling 
Tim Wirth 
Tom Foley 
John Brademas 
Leon Panetta 
John Murtha 
Richard Gephardt 
Dan Rostenkowski 
Mario Biaggi 
Henry Nowak 
Cardiss Collins 
Bob Giaimo 
Stan Lundine 



PERSONS WHO HAVE INDICATED THEY WILL ATTEND 

Business 

Clifton Garvin 
Chairman, Exxon Corporation 

Thomas Murphy 
Chairman, General Motors 

John Filer · 
Chairman, Aetna Life Insurance 

Donald Trautline 
Chairman, Bethlehem Steel Corporation 

Harry Jacobs 
Chairman, Bache and Company 

Ted Brophy 
Chairman, GT&E 

David Roderick 
Chairman, U.S. Steel 

Phil Caldwell 
Chairman, Ford Motor Company 

Torn Clausen 
Chairman, Bank of America 

Arthur Levitt 
Chairman, American Stock Exchange 

Stan Crane 
Chairman, Southern Railway 

Labor 

Tom Gleason 
President, Longshoreman 

John O'Donnell 
President� Airline Pilot Association 

Daniel Maroney 
President, Amalgamated. Transit Union 

Willard McGuire 
President, NEA • 



Steve Schlossberg 
UAW 

Bob Georgine 
President, Building Trades 

Bill Konyha 
President, Carpenters Union 

Robert White 
President, National Alliance of Postal 

and Federal Employees 

Pascal DiJames 
President, Tile and Marble International 

Union 

State and Local 

Governor Brendan Byrne 

Governor Hugh Carey 

Bobby Crim 
Speaker, Michigan House of Representatives 

Ernest Moria! 
Mayor, New Orleans 

Carl Officer 
Mayor, East St. Louis 

George Forbes 
President, Cleveland City Council 

Others 

Care-tta Scott King 

Raul·. Izaguirre 
President,·National Council La Raza 

Pasty Mink 
President, �DA 

Jacob Clayman 
Executive Director, National council 

of Senior Ci tizeris · 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

28 aug 80 

for the record: 

Al Moses received a copy of.the 
atta ched. 



ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

August 27, 1980 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENt! 
FROM: ALFRED H. MOSES� 
SUBJECT: The Geula Cohen Bill 

For your meeting with Jewish leaders tomorrow (Thursday), 
you should know that a version of your remarks to the 
similar group on Tuesday was reported in the Israeli press, 
concerning your talk with Burg about the status of the Cohen 
Bill on Jerusalem. Burg has asserted publicly that he told 
us here in Washington that the Cohen Bill would likely pass 
before the Knesset adjourned for the summer. At Begin's 
instructions, Ambassador Evron has been contacting senior 
Administration officials to complain about your reported 
characterization of your talk with Burg. If questioned 
about it in your meeting tomorrow, I suggest you should hold 
fast to what you said Tuesday: that you had reason to believe 
the Cohen Bill would not be passed, and on that basis asked 
Ali to get Sadat to restart the talks. 

!€:1�ctro$'hatlc Copy ?tlia�i�e 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

August 27, 1980 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: ALFRED MOSES&! 

IEI$Ctroststi«: Co§il)' �);fl:£iO 

for Prss0fifl\jt�cn Purp�� 

SUBJECT: Meeting with Rabbis and Jewish Leaders, 

It·. oo k.Nt 

Roosevelt Room, Thursday, August 28, 1980, 11:00 a.m. 

I. PURPOSE 

Similar to Tuesday's meeting, this is a meeting with 
twenty Jewish supporters from New York. 

II. BACKGROUND, PARTICIPANTS AND PRESS 

A. Background: These people are coming as friends 
of Carter-Mondale and were picked because of their 
creditability in the Jewish community. 

I suggest you talk for approximately five minutes, 
leaving the remaining 10 minutes for questions. 

See attached Talking Points (Tab A) . 

B. Participants: See attached list (Tab B). 

White House Staff: Al Moses and Sara Seanor. 

C. Question and Answer: See Tab C. 

Please note that page 3 of the talking points has been changed 
from Tuesday's speech. 



TALKING POINTS FOR PRESIDENT'S MEETING 
WITH JEWISH SUPPORTERS 

FROM NEW YORK CITY 

It is good to be with friends. I appreciate your corning to 

meet with me. I'm going to be very busy the next ten weeks 

travelling throughout the country explaining to the American 

people the difference between a Democratic Administration and 

a Republican Administration. 

As I see it, the difference is whether our government is going 

to move forward or look backward, whether we as a nation are 

going to move resolutely and confidently in the next two decades 

of this century, or look back to a world that never was. 

I have read where Ronald Reagan refers in his speeches to the 

1920s and people like Jack Dempsey and Will Rogers. They were 

fine people, but let's not forget Warren Harding, Calvin Coolidge, 

and Herbert Hoover. They were the political leaders of that 

era, and I �o not believe that they're the right model for today. 

We have to move forward, not look backward. 

_ _ ___ I 
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We have to look realistically at the problems of our cities. 

Irresponsible tax deductions will only add to inflation and 

make far worse the problems df our urban areas. Our citizens 

are only now beginning to see the benefit of this Administration's 

urban policy. Pouring billions of dollars indiscriminately into 

the defense industry will not solve our economic problems and will 

do very little for our urban areas, particularly New York City. 

Another area in which Governor Reagan and I differ is energy. 

We are making progress in reducing our dependence on imported 

oil. Since 1977 we have reduced our average daily import of 

oil from 8.5 million barrels to 6.5 million barrels and under the 

Comprehensive Energy Program, which we now have in place, we 

will reduce that amount even more over the next decade --

reducing by 50% the amount of oil we imported in 1977. I need 

not tell you what this means for our country. It will remove 

the threat. of oil embargoes and other forms of political 

coercion which some OPEC nations might be tempted to try. 
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I can think of nothing more important, not only for our country, 

but also for Israel. 

We have made progress over the last 3-1/2 years on human rights. 

Last year about 50,000 Soviet Jews emigrated to this country 
·----

and Israel. This was the largest number ever. I am deeply 

disturbed about the sharp reduction in the number of Jews the 

Soviets are allowing to leave at the present time. Last month 

the figure was about 2,500 and new approvals were below 1,000. 

Our relations with the Soviet Union have, as you know, been 

affected by the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. But this will 

not lessen our efforts. We shall continue to use whatever 

influence we have to aid the cause of Soviet Jewry. I stated 

this publicly here at the White House last month in connection 

with the forthcoming Madrid meetings under the Helsinki Accords. 

And I have instructed our delegation in Madrid to present this 

issue as forcefully as possible. 
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I do not want to do all the sp�aking, I want to hear from you. 

But there is a fina:l word or two I want to say .about our policies 

in the Middle East. 

I know that questions have arisen about the policy this 

Administration will follow if I am re-elected. No doubt you 

are being asked this question in your own communities. I want 

you to tell your friends that there will be no change in my 

Administration's commitment to the security and well-being of 
-

Israel. This is not a matter of political expediency but of 

my own conviction -- both as .President and as a person, that 

the interests we share in common with Israel form the basis for 

a firm link between our two countries that will not be broken. 

We may disagree with the government of Israel from time to 

time. Th
,
is is to be expected. It has happened many times over 

they32 years of Israel's existence. We have disagreements with 

other allies, but it doesn't affect the basic r�lationship 
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between our countries. The same thing is true concerning Israel. 

Under my Administration we have provided approximately one-

half of the aid -- both military and economic -- that Israel 

has received in the last 32 years. As I stated in my acceptance 

speech, we have never threatened to slow down or stop this aid, 

and as long as I am President we never shall. Nor will we impose 

a peace on Israel as George Ball and some others have suggested. 

Our role is that of a full partner with Eygpt and Israel in a 

common search for peace. We have not dictated terms to Israel 

' 

and we never shall. This would be an affront both to Israel's 

democratic process and to my personal belief of what is right 

and proper in relations between friendly governments. 

A last point which I hope you will carry with you to your 

friends. When I was elected President this country was facing 

an Arab boycott which sought to tell American businesses where 
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they could do business and with whom. My predecessor and two of 

the leading members of his Cabinet, Simon and Kissinger, blocked 

efforts to pass effective legislation to combat the Arab Boycott. 

When I became President, we worked with the Congress and with 

American Jewish leaders -- and some outside busines.smen as well --

to put on the books effective legislation. Many people in the 

business community and even some politicians said we should not 

do it -- that it would affect our relations with Saudi Arabia 

and other Arab nations. I did not buy this then and I do not 

subscribe to it now. I shall always do what is right and proper 

in the interest of our country and in the interest of justice 

and I shall let the political consequences take care of themselves. 



JEWISH SUPPORTERS 
August 28, 1980 

NEW YORK 

Zahava BURACK 

Stephen COHEN 

Francis EHRENBERG 

Rabbi J. J. HECHT 

Martin HOFFMAN 

Rabbi I. Usher KIRSCHBLUM 

Herbert KRONISH 

Stanley LOWELL 

Steven LUDSIN 

Rabbi Bernard MANDELBAUM 

Bernard NUSSBAUM 

Westchester, New York 

Chairman of the Board 
Telcom Equipment Corporation 
Long Island City, New York 

Chairman of the Board 
Rumford National Graphics 
Valley Stream, New York 

Executive Vice President 
National Committee for the 
Furtherance of Jewish Education 
Brooklyn, New York 

President 
Wilton Caterers 
New York 

Jewish Center of Kew Gardens 
Flushing, New York 

Attorney 
Kronish, Lieb, Shainswit, Weiner. 
Hellman 
New York, New York 

Attorney 
Fink, Weinberger, Fredman, Berman, 
and Lowell 
New York, New York 

Attorney 
Salomon Brothers 
Members of the New York Stock 
Exchange, Inc. 
New York, New York 

New York, New York 

Attorney 
Wachtel!, Lipton, Rosen & Katz 
New York, New York 

--·-- -· -· ·-· -· 
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NEW YORK 

Meyer ROBINSON 

Selig SACKS 

Howard SAMUELS 

Stephen SHALOM 

Rabbi Menachem LUBINSKY 

Kalman SULTANIK 

Professor Aaron TWERSKI 

Rabbi Amiel WOHL 

Secretary-Treasurer 
Monarch Wine Company 
New York� New York 

Attorney 
Pryor, Cashman, Sherman & Flynn 
New York, New York 

President 
Howard Samuels Enterprises, Inc. 
New York, New York 

President 
L.M.S. Equity, Inc. 
New York, New York 

Director of Governmental 
and Public Affairs 

Agudath Israel of America 
New York, New York 

Executive Co-President 
World Confederation of United Zionists 
New York, New York 

Former Dean 
Hofstra Law School 
New York 

Senior Rabbi 
Temple Israel of New Rochelle 
New York 



Q's and A's 

Q: Last week in the Security Council, the U.S. 
abstained rather than voting "no" on a Resolution 
that called on all members to move their embassies 
from Jerusalem. Some persons have commented that 
this represents a change in our government's 
position on Jerusalem, and indicates that 
we no longer recognize Israeli soverignty over 
at least West Jerusalem. 

A: Senator Muskie in his statement made it very clear 

that we considered this portion of the Resolution 

to be without force and not binding. He also said 

that we reject it. Secretary Muskie made it clear 

that our government would not allow the Security 

Council to impose sanctions against Israel. If the 

Security Council's action had been binding on members 

we would have vetoed it. 

As for our position on Jerusalem, this has not changed. 

I do not want to get into the questions of soverignty 

and other legal terms. Our position is that Jerusalem 

should remain undivided and that there should be free 

access to the holy places for persons of all faiths. 

I 

. J 
I 

---� 

I 
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The ultimate status of Jerusalem will be 

the subject of future negotiations. We have 

consistently called on all parties to 

refrain from taking any actions that will make 

the resolution of this issue more difficult, or 

will lessen the likelihood of a peaceful solution 

to the problems of the Middle East. I recognize 

the strong feelings that exist on this subject 

in Israel, and in the Jewish community in our 

country. I share these feelings, but during a 

period of negotiations, it is important that the 

concerned parties act in a constructive way. 



ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL - PERSONAL 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

August 27, 1980 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: STU EIZENSTAT 

Attached for your signature is the Liberal Party letter, the 
text of which you approved yesterday. Since you read the 
letter, Mario Cuomo has suggested, and I have incorporated 
a few stylistic changes. There are no substantive changes. 

Joel McCleary approves of the letter, but wants you to under
stand that it does not insure the Liberal Party's endorsement. 
In Joel's view, we are still in an uphill battle for that. 

After you sign the letter I will have it hand-delivered to 
Ray Harding of the Liberal Party and a copy to Governor Carey. 



CARTER/MONDALE 
RE-ELECTION 
COMMITTEE, INC. 
2000 L STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20036 

August 28, 1980 

To Donald Harrington 

RobertS. Strauss, Chairman 
Tim Kraft, National Campaign Manager 

S. Lee Kling, Treasurer 

(202) 887-4700 

In my initial response to your letter of June 17, 1980, I 
enumerated the reasons why I believed the policies and 
accomplishments of my Administration in the past 3� years 
have been responsive to the commitments of the Liberal Party. 
I would now like to share with you my vision of the future. 
I think you will agree that it is responsive to and compatible 
with the goals of the Liberal Party and I hope the Party will 
therefore decide to endorse the Carter-Mondale ticket. 

The Liberal Party of New .York always has been a critical, 
independent force for progressive ideals. In this election, we 
face a fundamental choice between the forces of reaction and 
those of progressive ideals. In this fight I certainly want 
and need you by my side. I renew my assurance that my Adminis
tration will remain in close and regular contact-with you. The 
next four years will see a further enhancement of the close 
communication between your party and Democratic Presidents since 
Roosevelt. I will instruct key members of my White House staff 
and Cabinet to be certain your views are obtained on major policy 

�<":�'-�i:;:ri-tiEo.:tives-and that the regular contact I have pledged occurs _e;: � 

not only with me personally but with my official family. 

In responding to your communication, I will follow the specific 
outline which you have provided. 

1. A New Economic Initiative 

I share your view on the need for a new economic initiative, 
which will create.jobs, provide an accelerated recovery from the 
recession and deal with-the structural problems in our economy 
that you have identified -- high inflation, low productivity, 
inadequate capital investment, tax inequities, heavy Social 
Security taxes and major industries and areas- in distress. The 
Carter Administration believes that these problems cannot be 
solved through continued recession or high unemployment. Rather, 
they will respond to economic policies which directly confront the 
structural problems of our economy, rekindle growth and reduce our 
unacceptably high unemployment problem without re-igniting inflation 
and, indeed, while contributing to our fight ag�inst inflation. 
I do not and will not passively accept current or projected rates 
of.high unemployment. 

Paid for by the C3rter/Mondale Re-Election C�mmittee, Inc . 

. -�-->> 
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As I d�scribed iri detail in my earlier responses, I have already 
vastly expanded the Federal government's commitment to jobs: 

Doubling the Job Corps; increasing CETA by 50%; 
doubling our employment and training budget; increasing our 
investment in youth by almost 100%; developing the targeted jobs 
tax credit and the Title 7 CETA program which provides training 
incentives to the private sector to hire the_hardcore unemployed. 

But more needs to be done and will be done. My Administration's 
economic renewal program, which I have just announced, will be my 
highest legislative priority after the election. 

= It will create 450,000 additional jobs in its first 12 months and 
over 900,000 additional jobs by the fourth quarter of 1982. It 
is responsive to your memorandum in a variety of ways: 

It offsets the impact of the increased Social Security 
taxes you mentioned, mandated for January· 1, 1981, without 
reducing revenues for the Social Security trust funds, by a highly 
progressive tax credit equal to these tax increases. This credit· 
will be available to both employers and employees, and will be 
refundable to employers, including State and local governments. 
This refundability will provide important fiscal relief for New York. 

It corrects an inequity in the tax code by beginning the 
elimination of the marriage penalty 1 ·which penali�es the increasing :,-

- number of households with two earners. 

It will provide, through refundable investment tax 
credits, aid for hard-pressed industries such as steel and auto

::"" ..... �=!!lobil_:-s '-: r.eferred to. in your memorandum, which do not have the_�- i 
· - 1ncome to avail themselves of other tax incentives. 

These refundable credits will also assist those new small 
business firms which have no initial earnings but are willing to 
commit funds to investment. 

It will begin the development of a new economic planning 
process, which you mention, through a tripartite National 
Industrial Revitalization Board. 

It will create -an Industrial Development Authority to 
provide loans, loan guarantees, and grants on a selective, targeted 
basis to industries. 

It will strongly encourage new capital formation by an 
accelerate� depreciation proposal and new incentives for 
research and development. 

It will provide incentives for industries which expand 
or locate in high unemployment areas. 

In short, it is an exciting, dynamic, job-creating initiative. 
There will be $5 billion in new FY '81 program money to aid in 
this effort. 
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2. Commitment to a Full Employment Economy 

I am committed to a full employment economy. My Adminis-
tration helped draft and lobbied hard to pass the Humphrey
Hawkins Full Employment Act. I share the commitment in the 
Democratic Party Platform to implement that Act. The economic 
renewal program which you suggested in our June meeting and which 
I have announced will help advance that goal.· In addition, I am 
taking the following actions referred to specifically in your 
memorandum. 

Fighting to maintain the level of public service jobs 
against repeated Congressional efforts to cut these jobs. 

Urging passage of a $1 billion anti-recession fiscal 
assistance program, which is part of the overall program I just 
announced, to aid hard-pressed State and local governments. 

Urging Congress to expand unemployment benefits on a 
carefully targeted basis to provide 13 additional weeks of 
coverage above and beyond existing law. 

Continuing my efforts to pass and fund the $2 billion 
Youth Act of 1980 to· provide over 450,000 job slots for our dis
advantaged young people. We must first pass the. Act before 
considering funding beyond this major amount. If the Youth Act 
is as successful as we believe, then is the time to consider 
additional funding. 

�c../jt�..._�--·· =:::- 7 ·Announcing an expanded effort to weatherize our homes�
-

� 
and public buildings so that we put Americans back to work saving 
energy, to implement the newly-signed Northeast Corridor program 
to rebuild railroad beds, and to help our ports export more coal. 

Fighting to improve the Trade Readjustment Assistance 
program for workers displaced by imports. 

Providing funding in FY 1981 for the Child Health 
Assurance Program and continuing to strengthen human service 
programs. Critical. programs like Food Stamps·were hot reduced 
and should not be. 

As you know, I am committed to a policy of careful and prudent 
budgeting, and to an unremitting fight ag�inst inflationary 
increases in the Federal budget. A new Federal spending program 
cannot deal with every perceived national problem. But I 
believe that the anti-inflationary objectives we both share 
can be achieved by a selective approach which intelligently 
distinguishes between wasteful Federal expenditures and 
innovative programs which meet important human needs. 
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I fully agree with you that "fa.J critical determinant of 
our economic health and national security is our energy policy." 
I have spent an enormous amount of time getting the public and 
the Congress to recognize the full gravity of our energy problem -
and with considerable success. We have reversed the generation
long increase in our foreign oil dependency and will import 
1� million barrels per day less oil this year than when I took 
office in 1977. 

""'-In response to the specific items in your memorandum I make the 
following points: 

With regard to the major oil companies, I have submitted 
a proposal to the Congress to sharply·limit their ability to 
acquire other firms. The Treasury Department, with my support, 
has reduced the tax advantages to which you refer, making it more 
difficult fo� the major oil companies to treat their royalty pay
ments as foreign taxes and credit them against u.s. taxes. At 
the same time I have urged the American people to recognize that 
our energy problems do not stem simply from the activities of big 
oil companies, and that as a nation we must take·major steps both 
to conserve energy and expand alternative supplies. 

I share your strong commitment to public transportation, 
and have asked that an additional $13 billion out of the Windfall 
Profits Tax be spent for mass transit over the course of this 
decade, over and above the base, which I have already expanded. _ 

!'��k.��c....�---- �·--=----- � --

I will be expanding my Administration's already significant 
commitment to incentives for conservation> · I have very recently 
signed into· law the new Energy Conservation and Solar Bank and 
increased its funding as part of my economic renewal program. It 
will supplement the significant new ·tax credits Congress has passed 
at my request which are, in your words, "rewarding home owners, 
renters, commercial building owners and industrial users for steps 
to use less energy." These tax credits also encourage th� installa
tion of solar equipment. We are expending more on conservation than 
on synfuels, which .will--be financed by loan guarantees and price -�z � 

guarantees. It is my goal that 20% of our·nation's energy use 
should come from solar energy by the year 2000.- This is a goal we 
must meet. 

we have just vastly stepped up our research and develop
ment of renewable energy sources� on top of the tripling of our 
investment over the past 3� years in solar energy, as a result of 
the new Solar Bank and the major new gasohol program I supported 
and recently signed into law as part of S.932 • .  
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We are embarking on intensified research into the 
effects of the expanded use of coal, including an ac�d rain study. 
As you suggest, we are accelerating the conversion·of oil-fired 
utility plants to coal, both through the Fuel Use Act of 1978, 
which I supported and which has led to numerous conversions, and 
through sponsorship of the Utility Oil Backout bill now ·-in Congress. 
This bill would save 1 million barrels of foreign o�l per day by 
providing funds out of the Windfall Profits Tax to provide incentives 
for the utility industry to make the conversions to which you refer. 

We are fighting in Congress to expand the level of low 
�and moderate income heating assistance to $2.4 billion per year in 

the corning years� I will carefully monitor the impact of rising 
oil prices on the poor in years to come to determine· the appropriate 
level of assistance. 

I understand your concerns about nuclear energy. It is for this 
reason tnat I have asked my Administration to work with the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission to implement over 40 recommendations of my 
Commission· on the Three Mile Island Accident. · I have· supported a 
moratorium on new licenses until these safety measures are put into 
place, at which point licensing should resume.· I also have sub
mitted a proposal to Congress to deal responsibly with nuclear 
wastes. 

But we will need nuclear energy in the near term to reduce our 
dependence on foreign oil. The responsible approach-is not to now 
halt the use of nuclear power, but to take every possible step to 
ensure that it is used safely. Of course, I support the Democratic 

���::�--pa.·r-cy::-Platrorm' s hope that· ul tirnately other sources of power wi�i"i i. 
be available to generate the power nuclea� energy now supplies. 

I do recognize the critical importance of "the New York subway system 
as a major line of defense in energy utilization." Not only am I 
committed to additional funding for mass transit as·I have previously 
described, but I have proposed and Congress is ·in the course of 
passing, a formula change which will be of major importance to the 
New York transit system, providing additional assistance based, for 
the first time, on rider use. 

4. Proportional Federal Investment. in the Northeast 

Since the beginning of my Administration; we have worked 
closely with the Conference of Northeast Governors·· and with the 
Northeast�Midwest Congressional Caucus on· improving· ·the Federal 
government's targeting to the Northeast and North· Central States 
and other distressed areas. Under my Administration the Northeast 
gained jobs. This progress must continue. 

--... - .  - . 

-

Q:::O:Z:::-•.- s::;::w_:::z-=c;;:saZisav::;;s:saL� 
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As part of my urban policy, incentives were developed for new 
investment in distressed areas through new programs·like the Urban 
Development Action Grant and the re-targeting of over 100 existing 
Federal programs, to distressed areas. I am now seeking Congres
sional passage of an expanded and more highly targeted Economic 
Development Act program, which will be of major value to the 
States to which you refer, including New York State. 

The targeted investment tax credit and the President's Economic 
Revitalization Board, which I have proposed as an integral part 
of my economic renewal program, will also provide powerful new 
incentives to help revitalize these areas. 

Further, I have issued Executive Orders to construct new Federal 
buildings in, rather than outside, urban areasi and to increase 
Federal procurement in labor surplus areas with high unemployment, 
such as the Northeast. 

As you s�ggest, I will gladly review existing cost of living 
formulas, a� well as energy credits, to assure that all regions 
of the country, including the Northeast, are being fairly treated. 
I will continue to seek the most effective military deployment the 
nation can achieve. 

Finally, I have .already proposed to the Congress Federal employee 
pay reform which would tie pay scales to wages ·�n localities, ·which 

- would benefit Federal employees in New York State. 

5. Health, Education and Welfare Services 

:-�-::�...=-·r>agr:e-e �wi'Eh you, as ·I did with the Democratic Party Platform�-CL-
·• 

that a balanced national budget should not come at the cost of 
economic and social misery for the disadv"antaged. I am proud of my 
efforts to·expand programs like Medicaid, WIC, Food Stamps, mental 
health, aid for the handicapped and elderly, and Title XX. 

My position on welfare reform is that embodied in my Party' s· 1980 

Platform - support for federal assumption of the local welfare 
burden and a phased reduction of the States' burden. This 
is of critical importance to the fiscal health of New York City. 
My pending welfare reform bill, which has passed the House, is a -�� 

first step toward this goal. I will work with Governor Carey, 
Senator Moynihan and Mayor Koch to make its passage a major priority 
of my Administration. The Liberal Party can be an important part 
of making the dream of welfare reform a reality. 

We have recently entered discussions with Governor Carey which 
could very well lead to a breakthrough on administrative actions 
for relief of some of New York's overwhelming Medicare/Medicaid 
burdens. We hbpe the Liberal Party will become involved in 
assisting with this effort. •c 

I share your strong commitment to enactment of a comprehensive plan 
for national health insurance. It has been and �ill remain a very 
high priority of my Administration. 
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6. Presidential Leadership in Equal Opportun�ty 

One of-the areas of which I am most proud has been the civil 
rights record of this Administration. We have vigorously and 
effectively enforced the civil rights laws. We have instituted 
a new dual prosecution procedure, which permits a Federal 
investigation and prosecution of local crimes which may violate 
the Federal civil rights law of individuals. This procedure is 
now being used in Miami which, as your memorandum states, is 
"a grim reminder of the unfinished agenda of civil rights in this 

=-- country. " 

We have obtained Congressional concurrence of a major strengthening 
and consolidation of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, 
a goal long sought by civil rights groups. We have had a strong 
affirmative action policy in Federal hiring at all levels of 
government and have significantly increased the percentage of 
Blacks, Hispanics and women in key roles in the Federal government. 

As you know, one of the most lasting impacts a President can have 
on a country is his judicial appointments, since they serve for 
life and transcend the Constitutional limitation on Presidential 
service. It is therefore with great pride that I can point to 
the fact that I have appointed more Blacks, Hispanics and women 

-- to the Federal bench than all previous Presiderfts of the United 
States combined. I believe that my judicial appointments reflect 
a desire to have qualified, able, and progressive members of the 
Federal bench. This will remain my policy in a second term. 

- � 
-... tl...�e_�-_.- .:--.:------ - -- . --- �· . -- . - -� ...... :- - I- am -als·o now fighting for passage of the Fair Housing Amendmenl:s · 

of 1980, which would strengthen the enforcement of the 1968 Fair 
Housing Act. I have been disappointed by the current enforcement 
mechanism, which is costly, cumbersome and ineffective in achieving 
the goals of the 1968 Act. I believe that passage of the 1980 
amendments would be the most important advancement in civil rights 
in over a decade. 

· 

We have taken a strong stand supporting affirmative action in 
critical Supreme Court cases. 

I fully agree with you that only Presidential lead�rship can remove 
the "ugly scar" of discrimination from our society. I believe my 
background has qualified me to provide that leadership; and I will 
continue to provide it. 

7. Foreign Policy and National Security 

Since the beginning of my Administration, I have pursued a foreign 
policy cpurse rooted in our fundamental American values and 
designed to utilize our strength together with o�r fiiends and 
allies to deter war and build a stable peace. 
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To achieve these goals requires military strength. But it is 
also central for a strong America to avoid wasteful defense 
expenditures. I give no portion of the Federal budget more care
ful scrutiny and I can assure you that I will continue to do so 
in the future. 

I am proud of having strengthened our nation's defenses, not in 
the least by eliminating wasteful or obsolete programs, closing 
unneeded military bases, and tightening the procedures for 
military procurement. The result is that we have saved billions 

�of dollars in the last several years and will continue those 
savings into the future. These are savings that will be used 
to meet our real defense needs and other vital domestic programs 
as well as ease the burden of taxation and inflation. This has 
been a personal priority of mine, and I can assure it will 
continue. 

Like you, I -also believe that arms alone cannot provide the 
security within which our values and interests can flourish. 
Our foreign policy must be directed toward greater international 
stability, in particular deterring Soviet expansion, controlling 
arms and settling disputes that could lead to war. Notwithstanding 
my Administration's strong reaction to the Soviet aggression in 
Afghanistan -- which will continue as long as that aggression 
continues -- I intend at the same time to pursue balanced, veri
fiable arms control arrangements with the Soviet Union. I share 
your conviction that these arrangements are needed whatever the 
state of the US-Soviet relations and, in some respects, that need 

:=:-«>-:�'>=1:-s�grTaterwhen us-soviet relations are worse rather than better. i 

I have initiated a comprehensive program of arms control. This 
effort encompasses limits on strategic arms, reduction in 
conventional and nuclear arms in Europe, the elimination of 
nuclear testing, control of the transfer of arms to the developing 
world, curbs on anti-satellite weapons, restraints on the prolif
eration of nuclear weapons, and more. 

I sincerely hope to be able to move ahead on the ratification of 
the SALT II Treaty_and proceed to the negotiation of deep· 
reciprocal reductions in SALT III. All these efforts will be 
pursued vigorously with the Soviets to obtain a stable relationship 
ba�ed on reciprocity �nd mutual trusf. In doing so, t h�ve and 
will continue to work closely with other Western �eaders. 

_I have often stres·s-�d that the independence, securi t
.y and · 

development of the' countrfes of the Third World are very · 

important both-to our national security'and to our commitment to 
advancing human rights and meeting basic human needs.·. 
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Violence and radical revolution thrive in an atmosphere of 
political repression, economic want, massive unemployment, 
and hunger. I have increased our requests for foreign economic 
assistance by more than 50 percent and will continue to press 
the Congress to meet our responsibility to aid the countries 
of the developing world to meet the needs and aspirations of 
their people peacefully, democratically, and through cooperation 
with the United States and other countries of the West. 

At the beginning of my Administration, I recognized that American 
ideals are relevant to this troubling area of foreign policy and 
to the troubled final decades of our century. Our society has 
always stood for political freedom. Americans, as the Liberal 

·Party need not be reminded, have always fought for social 
justice and recognized the need for pluralism. Those values 
of yours -- of ours -- have real meaning now in a world that is 
no longer dominated by colonial empires and demands a more 
equitable distribution of political and economic power. 

My Administration has revived the policy emphasis that gives 
added purpose to our Nation's strength: the wholehearted 
commitment to promote universal standards of human rights. We 
do not maintain our power in order to seize power from others. 
Our goal is to strengthen our freedom and the freedom of others, _ to advance the dignity of the individual and th� right of all 
people to justice, a good life, and a future secure from tyranny. 

8. Israel --�e.�c._--_.- �--- - ---· . . ..:- ·. - -� - - One OI the abiding commitments of my Administration is to a 
strong, secure Israel at peace with its neighbors, living 
within secure and recognized borders.· There �s no issue on 
which I have devoted more of my time and energy than to ensuring 
lasting peace between Israel and ,her neighbors. ·. The Camp David 
Accords are an historic step toward this ultimate result. Our 
policy in the Middle East has been and will continue to be guided 
by those Accords. 

I want to reaffirm what has been and always will be the position 
of my Administration ----that we will not negotiate or recognize 
the PLO tinless and until it accepts Israel's right to exist and 
accepts U.N. Security Council Resolutions 242 and·338. It is long 
past time for an end to all terroris� and other acts of violence 
against Israel. I am particularly proud that almost half of all 
the economic and military.ass�stance which has come to the State 
of Israel since its founding has come during my Administration . 

. Unlike the policy of the previous Republican Administration, there 
have been no arms-cut-offs or �reasse�sments" of policy nor will 
there· ever be under a Carter Presidency.�:<�-· ;,_ . -- . .  ,. 

-.... _- _ :- :,._ . . - -- ··-. - � �-
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I fully agree with you that issues in the peace process must be 
negotiated among the parties. We have not and will not unilaterally 
attempt to impose or predetermine these negotiations.· We have acted 
in good faith as mediators, conciliators and expediters. I believe 
that the success of the Camp David talks and the I-srael-Egyptian 
peace treaty are evidence of .our effectiveness in this role. 

9. Equal Rights Amendment 

I fully subscribe to the sentiments which you express about the 
--Equal Rights Amendment. My family and I have spent countless hours 

in seeking ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment, after 
successfully getting Congressional approvai of the extension of 
the time for ratification. I will not rest until·the ERA becomes 
part of the Constitution. 

10. Separation of Church and State 

One of my strongest personal tenets is the belief that separation 
of church and state is "one of the pilars of our free society." 
In this regard, I have opposed efforts supporting a Constitutional 
amendment to reverse the Supreme Court's decision banning prayer in 
public schools. I have also opposed tuition tax credits. I worked 
with the Congress to pass, instead, the Middle-Income Student 

- Assistance program, which I consider one of the significant accomplish-
ments of my Administration. My position on these church-state 

· 

issues has been and will remain clear. 

:--:-"":t"'�r�_.lo-ok-=-forwQrd to four years of cooperation and dialogue with . -G.. i 

the Liberal Party of New York State in exploring ways to deal 
with the ,problems and challenges which our Nation faces. Having 
seen the new jobs program I have announced, it should be.clear to 
you that your suggestions and recommendations have had an important 
impact. I thank you for your help. 

Sincerely, 

Mr. Donald s. Harrington 
Chairman 
Liberal Party of New York State 
1560 Broadway 
New Yorki New York 10026 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

Jack has cleared this letter with 

Don Manes and all others that 

were needed. A few changes have 

been made and it is ready to go. 

Gael 
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JIMMY CARTER 

July 29, 1980 

To Donald Harrington 

This November, 
clear choice on 
our country. 

Americans will 
the future 

be asked to 
direction and 

make 
goals 

a 
of 

In 
and 

Party gave 
Presidential 

entrusted 

me its endorsement 
election campaign. 

me with your 
caring leadership 

1976 the Liberal 
its help in the 

More importantly, you 
vision 
for 

of more progressive 
our nation. 

and 

Since then we have fought to fulfill a long agenda 
of unmet national needs, especially the needs of 
people whose aspirations and voices have been 
stilled by the effects of poverty and discrim
ination. We have not always agreed, but I have 
sought to act in the spirit of compassion and 
concern for human values which has characterized 
tne long history of the Liberal Party. 

In the last three and a half years we have: 

• Brought about a revolution in civil rights 
enforcement by putting professionals from the
civil rights movement in charge of those 
crucial programs; 

• Launched our country's first comprehensive 
urban policy to help revitalize our cities, 
involving 15 new proposals enacted into law, 
changes in over 100 existing programs to bring 
more aid to urban communities, and a quantum 
(3000%) leap in funding for urban economic 

development; 

Paid for and Authorized by The Car1er /Mondale Presidential Committee, S. Lee Kling. Treasurer. A copy of our report is filed with 
the Federal Election Commission and is available for purchase from the Federal Election Commission, V.'ashington, D.C. :rr� P 
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JIMMY· CARTER 

Worked for and lobbied into law the Humphrey
Hawkins Act making full employment for the 
first time in history a specific national goal 
toward which the Congress and the President 
must strive; 

Greatly expanded fund� for programs targeted to 
the most needy Americans: food stamps, education 
of the disadvantaged, Head Start, youth employ
ment, 
the 

public service j obs, legal services for 
poor, low income housing and energy assis

tance, migrant and Indian health, the National 
Health Service Corps, student assistance, mass 
transit, and many more; 

Doubled subsidized housing assistance and 
transformed a demoralized Department of Housing 
and Urban Development into an effective resource 
in our national housing program; • Brought more minorities and women into high 
level positions in the Executive Branch than 
ever before in history, and put more women and 
minorities on the federal bench than all past 
administrations combined; • Sustained landmark vetoes 
needed national resources 
water and defense bills; 

to prevent waste of 
through pork barrel • Enacted the single largest and most progressive 

revenue measure in American history the 
Windfall Profits Tax to provide the resources 
needed for our country to solve the energy 
crisis and cushion the impact of rising energy 
costs .on the poor; 
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Ratified the Panama Canal Treaties, removing the single greatest obstacle to closer relations 
with the people of Latin America; 

• Put the United 
majority rule 

States firmly 
in Afric;a; 

• 

• 

• 

on the side of 

Negotiated the SALT II nuclear agreement with the Soviet Union, a high priority for ratification enhances American security; 

arms limitation 
which remains 
because it 

Wo�ked to make possible the signing of the Egyptian Israeli Peace Treaty, ending 30 years of bloodshed and establishing peaceful relations 
between those two countries; 

Rejected absolutely the concept advanced by the last Administration of conditioning American security assistance to Israel upon the 
posture the Israeli government chooses to adopt in any negotiation. 

It is 
yet 

still an unfinished agenda. We h�ve not obtained Congressional approval of urgently 
needed funding increases for urban and low income 
assistance programs. We are still pressing for . 
enactment of welfare reform, new urban and youth employment programs and major national health insurance legislation. High inflation and reces
sion have undermined the good progress we made in 
1977, 1978 and 1979 toward a full employment economy. We must reduce unemployment without 

,-
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reigniting inflation 
that are nothing more 

and without tax gimmicks 
massive giveaways to 

that the Equal 
than 

the rich. And we 
Amendment Rights 

must ensure 
is ratified. 

I am committed to putting people to work. Mine 

4 

has been a job-oriented Administration. I am 
committed. to initiatives to expand job opportuni
ties, boost productivity, relieve tax burdens on 
working Americans, strengthen our ihdustrtal base 
and build a sound foundation for a healthy, full 
employment economy. 

I know you will join me in the fight to defeat 
the radical tax plan proposed by Governor Reagan, 
a plan that would reward the wealthy, punish the 
poor by depriving them of resources, set off an 
inflationary explosion, and force the dismantling 
of programs to protect Americans from the effects 
of joblessness, ill-health, and poverty. 

that I am proud 
ever been a 
poverty programs 
Party and I were 
lative goals. 

of the fact 
battle 

there has rarely if 
in Congress over urban or 

•. 

in which the New York Liberal 
not working for the same legis-

I 
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JIMMY CARTER 

Attached is a point-by-point response to your 
detailed policy memorandum. It sets forth my 
accomplishments and objectives on the issues you 
raised. I know you will carefully consider the 
record and on the basis of your own analysis, I 
believe you will give me your support. The meeting 
last month was very constructive. I look forward 
to hearing from you and Ray Harding soon. 

Sincerely, 

Mr. Donald S. Harrington 
Chairman 
Liberal Party of New York State 
1 5 60 Broadway 
New York, New York 10026 

/' 
I •- , 

� ·,- ·. �-- � . . 
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MEMORANDUM FOR 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE PRESIDENT 

STU EIZENSTAT -�� 
GAIL HARRISON � 
Response to New 

At the meeting last month, 
to a letter and memorandum 
Donald Harrington. 

requested your reply 
Liberal Party Chairman 

Attached is a draft reply inclu ng a cover letter for your 
signature to Harrington, and o r point-by-point response to 
the policy issues presented 

· 

the Liberal Party memorandum. 

While the letter and memo ndum offer ample evidence of your 
strong record on progres ive issues, it is doubtful that our 
response on substantiv matters will have much impact on the 
Liberal Party's endor ement decision. Our New York sources 
report that consider tions such as patronage and collecting 
as many votes as p sible for marginal local candidates 
appear to be more 1mportant to party leaders in determining 
whom to endorse. We will nonetheless, work to make sure 
that liberals i New York and elsewhere receive the materials 

sive record. 

You will no e that the draft letter to Harrington suggests a 
willingness to meet again when Harding and he feel it would 
be useful. Given the heavy emphasis on the need for personal 
consultation in your meeting and Harrington's letter, we 
felt it essential to include such an offer. Based on their 
concerns, it substantially strengthens the record for a 
decision to endorse you. 

Mario Cuomo ·agrees with the approach we have recommended. 
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�pe yetl wil� give me your support. The meeting 
last month was very constructive. I kope you afl:d- ;,n._ 
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Mr. Donald S. Harrington 
Chairman 
Liberal Party of New York State 
1560 Broadway 
New York, New York 10026 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

7/24/80 

Mr. President: 

The speechwriters have re-· 

viewed the attached letter. 

Rick/Bill 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

25 Jul 80 

FOR THE RECORD 

THE ORIGINAL HAS BEEN GIVEN 

TO STU EIZENSTAT FOR HANDLING. 



MEMORANDUM FOR 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

July 23, 1980 

THE PRESIDENT 

iir STU EIZENSTAT 
GAIL HARRISON 

Electrosta�tlc Ccpy M®de 

for Prsf.i@ntm!oin P�ll'poea� 

Response to New York Liberal Party 

At the meeting last month, Ray Harding requested your reply 
to a letter and memorandum prepared by Liberal Party Chairman 
Donald Harrington. 

Attached is a draft reply including a cover letter for your 
signature to Harrington, .and our point-by-point response to 
the policy issues presented in the Liberal Party memorandum. 

While the letter and memorandum offer ample evidence of your 
strong record on progressive issues, it is doubtful that our 
response on substantive matters will have much impact on the 
Liberal Party's endorsement decision. Our New York sources 
report that considerations such as patronage and collecting 
as many votes as possible for marginal local candidates 
appear to be more important to party leaders in determining 
whom to endorse. We will nonetheless, work to make sure 
that liberals in New York and elsewhere receive the materials 
on your progressive record. 

You will note that the draft letter to Harrington suggests a 
willingness to meet again when Harding and he feel it would 
be useful. Given the heavy emphasis on the need for personal 
consultation in your meeting and Harrington's letter, we 
felt it essential to include such an offer. Based on their 
concerns, it substantially strengthens the record for a 
decision to endorse you. 

Mario Cuomo agr�es with the approach we have r�commended. 



JIMMY CARTER 

July 29, 1980 

To Donald Harrington 

This November, Americans will be asked to make a 
clear choice on the future direction and goals of 
our country. 

In 1976 the Liberal Party gave me its endorsement 
and its help in the Presidential election campaign. 
More importantly, you entrusted me with your 
vision of more progressive and caring leadership 
for our nation. 

Since then we have fought to fulfill a long agenda 
of unmet national needs, especially the needs of 
people whose aspirations and voices have been 
stilled by the effects of poverty and discrim
ination. We have not always agreed, but I have 
sought to act in the spirit of compassion and 
concern for human values which has characterized 
the long history of the Liberal Party. 

In the last three and a half years we have: 

• Brought about a revolution in civil rights 
enforcement by putting professionals from the 
civil rights movement in charge of those 
crucial programs; 

• Launched our country's first comprehensive 
urban policy to help -revitalize our cities, 
involving 15 new proposals enacted into law, 
changes in over 100 existing programs to bring 
more aid to urban communities, and a quantum 
(3000%} leap in funding for urban economic 

development; 

Paid for and Authorized by The Carter /Mondale Presidential Committee, S. Lee Kling, Treasurer. A copy of our report is filed with 
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JIMMY CARTER 

• Worked for and lobbied into law the Humphrey
Hawkins Act making full employment for the 
first time in history a specific national goal 
toward which the Congress and the President 
must strive; 

• Greatly expanded funds for programs targeted to 
the most needy Americans: food stamps, education 
of the disadvantaged, Head Start, youth employ
ment, public service jobs, legal services for 
the poor, low income housing and energy assis
tance, migrant and Indian health, the National 
Health Service Corps, �tudent assistance, mass 
transit, and many more; 

� ::LV'�.v· 4 CW.f.S �--w\:1...> 
0 

• Brought more minorities and women into high 
level positions in the Executive Branch than 
ever before in history, and put more women and 
minorities on the federal bench than all past 
administrations combined; 

• Sustained landmark vetoes to prevent waste of 
needed national resources through pork barrel 
water and defense bills; 

• Enacted the single largest and most progressive 
revenue measure in American history -- the 
Windfall Profits Tax -- to provide the resources 
needed for our country to solve the energy 
crisis and cushion the impact of rising energy 
costs on the poor; 

· 

• Ratified the Panama Canal Treaties, removing 
the single greatest obstacle to closer relations 
with the people of Latin America; 

Paid for and Authorized by The Carter /Mondale Presidential Committee. S. Lee Kling, Treasurer. A copy of our report is filed with 
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• Put the United States firmly on the side of 
majority rule in Africa; 

• Negotiated the SALT II nuclear arms limitation 
agreement with the Soviet Union, which remains 
a high priority for ratification because it 
enhances American security; 

• Worked to make possible the signing of the 
Egyptian Israeli Peace Treaty, ending 30 years 
of bloodshed and establishing peaceful relations 
between those two countries; 

• Rejected absolutely the concept -- advanced by 
the last Administration -- of conditioning 
American security assistance to Israel upon the 
posture the Israeli government chooses to adopt 
in any negotiation. 

It is still an unfinished agenda. We have not 
yet obtained Congressional approval of urgently 
needed funding increases for urban and low income 
assistance programs. We are still pressing for 
enactment of welfare reform, new urban and youth 
employment programs and major national health 
insurance legislation. High inflation and reces
sion have undermined the good progress we made 
in 1977, 1978 and 1979 toward a full employment 
economy. We must reduce unemployment without 
reigniting inflation and without tax gimmicks 
that are nothing more than massive giveaways to 
the rich. And we must ensure that the Equal 
Rights Amendment is ratified. 

Paid for and Authorized by The Carter/Mandate Presidential Committee, S. Lee Kling, Treasurer. A copy of our report is filed with 
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JIMMY CARTER 

I am committed to putting people to work. Mine 
has been a job-oriented Administration. I am 
committed to initiatives to expand job opportuni
ties, boost productivity, relieve tax burdens on 
working Americans, strengthen our industrial base 
and build a sound foundation for a healthy, full 
employment economy. 

I know you will join me in the fight to defeat 
the radical tax plan proposed by Governor Reagan, 
a plan that would reward the wealthy, punish the 
poor by depriving them of resources, set off an 
inflationary explosion, and force the dismantling 
of programs to protect Americans from the effects 
of joblessness, ill-health, and poverty. 

I am proud of the fact that there has rarely if 
ever been a battle in Congress over urban or 
poverty programs in which the New York Liberal 
Party and I were not working for the same legis
lative goals. 

Attached is a point-by-point response to your 
detailed policy memorandum. It sets forth my 
accomplishments and objectives on the issues you 
raised. I know you will carefully consider the 
record and on the basis of your own analysis, I 
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I am committed to putting people to work. Mine 
has been a job-oriented Administration. I am 
committed to initiatives to expand job opportuni
ties, boost productivity, relieve tax burdens on 
working Americans, strengthen our industrial base 
and build a sound foundation for a healthy, full 
employment economy. 

I know you will join me in the fight to defeat 
the radical tax plan proposed by Governor Reagan, 
a plan that would reward the wealthy, punish the 
poor by depriving them of resources, set off an 
inflationary explosion, and force the dismantling 
of programs to protect Americans from the effects 
of joblessness, ill-health, and poverty. 

JAie h&wQ Ret a�HHH;J. Oliil euery policy and bt:Ie�et 
isstle. &wt I am proud of the fact that there has 
rarely if ever been a battle in Congress over 
urban or poverty programs in which the New York 
Liberal Party and I were not working for the same 
legislative goals. 

Attached is a point-by-point response to your 
detailed policy memorandum. It sets forth my 
accomplishments and objectives on the issues you 
raised. I know you will carefully consider the 
recor1, propseals and qualifications of all -of 
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the caAdidates who ss8k yo1:u; eAdersemeAt for tl:!.e 
PresigsRgy1 and on the basis of your own analysis, 
I hope you will give me your support. The meeting 
last month was very constructive� I hope you and 
Ray Harding will let me know when you feel it 
would be useful to get together again. 

iZ 
Mr. Donald S. Harrington 
Chairman 

Sincerely, 

Liberal Party of New York State 
1560 Broadway 
New York, New York 10026 
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J':!lY 24, 1980 

To Donald Harrington 

This November, Americans will be asked to make a 
clear choice on the future direction and goals of 
our country. 

In 1976 the Liberal Party gave me its endorsement 
and its help in the Presidential election campaign. 
More importantly, you entrusted me with your 
vision of more progressive and caring leadership 
for our nation. 

Since then we have fought to fulfill a long agenda 
of unmet national needs, especially the needs of 
people whose aspirations and voices have been 
stilled by the effects of poverty and discrim
ination. We have not always agreed, but I have 
sought to act in the spirit of compassion and 
concern for human values which has characterized 
the long history of the Liberal Party. 

In the last three and a half years we have: 

• Brought about a revolution in civil rights 
enforcement by putting professionals from the 
civil rights movement in charge of those 
crucial programs; 

_ ..... 
_---.--- - -

.
. 

·-·

: 

:: 
- ·. ·--

• Launched our country's first comprehensive 
urban policy to help -revitalize our cities, 
involving 15 new proposals enacted into law, 
changes in over 100 existing programs to bring 
more aid to urban communities, and a quantum (3000%} �eap in funding for urban economic 
development; 

. . /�·-_:;-��::::.. .. ·:·��x��-��:::.:::-_·:--
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Worked for and lobbied into law the Humphrey
Hawkins Act making full employment for the 
first time in history a specific national goal 
toward which the Congress and the President 
must strive; 

• Greatly expanded funds for programs targeted to 
the most needy Americans: food stamps, education 
of the disadvantaged, Head Start, youth employ
ment, public service jobs, legal services for 
the poor, low income housing and energy assis
tance, migrant and Indian health, the National 
Health Service Corps, student assistance, mass 
transit, and many more; 

• Brought more minorities and women into high 
level positions in the Executive Bran�h than 
ever before in history, and put more women and 
minorities on the federal bench than all past 
administrations combined; 

• Sustained landmark vetoes to prevent waste of 
needed national resources through pork barrel 
water and defense bills; 

• Enacted the single largest and most progressive 
revenue measure in American history -- the 
Windfall Profits Tax -- to provide the resources 
needed for our country to solve the energy 
crisis and cushion the impact of rising energy 
costs on the poor; 

• Ratified the Panama Canal Treaties, removing 
the single greatest obstacle to closer relations 
with the people of Latin America; 
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• Put the United States firmly on the side of 
majority rule in Africa: 

• Negotiated the SALT II nuclear arms limitation 
agreement with the Soviet Union, which remains 
a high priority for ratification because it 
enhances American security: 

• Worked to make possible the signing of the 
Egyptian Israeli Peace Treaty� ending 30 years 
of bloodshed and establishing peaceful relations 
between those two countries: 

• Rejected absolutely the concept advanced by 
the last Administration -- of conditioning 
American security assistance to Israel upon the 
posture the Israeli government chooses to adopt 
in any negotiation. 

It is still an unfinished agenda. We have not 
yet obtained Congressional approval of urgently 
needed funding increases for urban and low income 
assistance programs. We are still pressing for 
enactment of welfare reform, new urban and youth 
employment programs and major national health 
insurance legislation. High inflation and rece�� 
sion have undermined the good progress we made 
in 1977, 1978 and 1979 toward a full employment 
economy. We must reduce unemployment without 
reigniting inflation and without tax gimmicks 
that are nothing more than massive giveaways to 
the rich. And we must ensure that the Equal 
Rights Amendment is ratified. 
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I am committed to putting people to work. Mine 
has been a job-oriented Administration. I am 
�ommitted to initiatives to expand job opportuni
ties, boost productivity, relieve tax burdens on 
working Americans, strengthen our industrial base 
and buil·d a sound foundation for a heal thy, full 
employment economy . 

I know you will join me in the fight to defeat 
the radical tax plan proposed by Governor Reagan, 
a plan that would reward the wealthy, punish the 
poor by depriving them of resources, set off an 
inflationary explosion, and force the dismantling 
of programs to protect Americans from the effects 
of joblessness, ill-health, and poverty. 

I am proud 
ever been a 
poverty programs 
Party and I were 
lative goals . 

of the fact 
battle 

there has rarely if 
in C0ngress over urban or 

that 

in which the New York Liberal 
not working for the same legis-

Attached is a point-by-point response to your 
detailed policy memorandum. It sets forth my 
accomplishments and objectives on the issues you 
raised. I know you will carefully consider the 
record and on the basis of your own analysis, r 
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JIMMY CARTER 

hope you will give me your support. The meeting 

last �nth was very constructive. I hope you and 

Ray Harding will let me know when you feel it 

would be useful to get together again. 

Sincerely, 

Mr. Donald s. Harrington 

Chairman 

Liberal Party of New York State 

1560 Broadway 

New York, New York 10026 
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RESPONSE TO LIBERAL PARTY MEMORANDUM: NATIONAL POLICY 1980 

1-. A NEW ECONOMIC INITIATIVE 

Our country has experienced seven recessions since World War II 
under both Democratic and Republican Presidents. 

President Carter is fighting to end the costs to our economy and 
to individuals as a result of continuing cycles of inflation and 
recession. Ihflatfon is not an acceptable answer to the problem 
of unemployment, and unemployment is not an acceptable answer 
to the problem of inflation. We will not fight inflation with 
policies designed to cause unemployment to rise. 

As swiftly as economic conditions allow, we will submit major 
new initiatives to boost productivity, relieve tax burdens on 
working Americans, strengthen our industrial base and build a 
sound foundation for a healthy, full employment economy. 

We reject, and with your support, will defeat the radical tax 
cut plan proposed by Governor Reagan� It would reward the 
wealthy, punish the poor by depriving them of resources, ignore 
the plight of working families and threaten our economy with an 
inflationary explosion. When coupled with companion Republican 
proposals for a geometric jump in the rate of increase in the 
defense budget and an arbitrary ceiling over all expenditures, 
it would force the systematic dismantling of virtually the 
entire structure of social programs enacted since the New Deal. 
It would strip our society of even the most fundamental 
protections against the effects of joblessness, ill health, 
poverty and aging. 

In place of reactionary Republican tax proposals, President 
Carter has provided solid leadership to modernize and strengthen 
our economy and to revitalize our basic industries. Examples of 
his leadership include: 

National Initiatives 

• Passage of the President's 1977 Stimulus Package and a 1978 
tax cut to stimulate new jobs and investment in the modernization 
of America's industrial plant and equipment . 

• Enactment of the Multilateral Trade Agreements providing 
increased access for American exports to markets overseas. 
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• Implementation of programs to promote industrial innovation, 
bolster support for basic research, and create new technology 
centers for industries such as shoes. 

• Adoption of special policies involving new mechanisms for 
public and private sector cooperation to revitalize the steel, 
coal and automobile industries. These initiatives represent the 
first steps toward a national industrial policy, with new options 
now under intensive consideration by senior Administration 
economists. Examples include: 

Sectoral Initiatives: Steel 

• Creation of a Tripartite Committee to permit closer cooperation 
among industry, labor and government on the needs of the steel 
industry . 

• Creation of an EDA loan guarantee program to help aging steel 
plants secure capital for modernization. This program has already 
resulted in several hundred million dollars in new steel industry 
investment . 

• The creation of the Trigger Price Mechanism as an acr6ss the 
board administrative alternative to product-by-product, country
by-country anti-dumping suits, and the adoption of accelerated 
procedures for investigation of anti-dumping complaints, if 
industry or labor selects the anti-dumping in lieu of Trigger 
Price approach. While the Trigger Price was suspended (in accord 
with prior understandings with industry) pending disposition of 
anti-dumping suits, we are carefully monitoring imports to ensure , 
that other countries do not take advantage of the shift in remedies . 

• Adjustment of depreciation schedules for the steel industry to 
help improve cash flow (Acceleration of "useful life") . 

• Approval of the "bubble" concept to reduce the cost of steel 
industry compliance with environmental requirements . 

Sectoral Initiatives: Auto 

• Creation of a Tripartite Auto Industry Committee to foster 
cooperation among management, labor and government in ongoing 
and new efforts to restore the health of the industry. 
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• Enactment of a �1.5 billion program of federal loan guarantees 
to assist Chrysler in the transition to smaller and more fuel 
efficient cars . 

• Improvements in industry cash flow of over $500 million by 
easing regulatory burdens without sacrificing essential 
environmental, health and safety goals . 

• Agreement by foreign car makers like Honda, Datsun and 
Volkswagen to invest in j obs and plants in the United States. 

• Acceleration of the International Trade Commission's 
investigation of autoworker complaints of inj ury as a result of 
unfair Japanese competition . 

• Acceleration of Treasury Department investigation of changes 
in tax policies to reflect changed economic conditions in the 
industry . 

• Set aside of $200 to $400 million in Small Business Administration 
loan guarantees to help maintain the auto dealer network. 

• Approval of $50 million in new assistance to communities most 
severely affected by dislocations in the auto industry. 
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2. COMMITMENT TO A FULL EMPLOYMENT ECONOMY 

The overriding purpose of the President's economic policy is to 
restore the economic conditions which will permit full employment. 
The budget revisions announced last March were designed to force 
prohibitively high interest rates down and prevent an even deeper 
and longer recession with more severe unemployment that we are 
experiencing today. They were carefully designed to preserve 
base funding, and in many cases preserve funding increases 
proposed in Januar� for programs serving low income, unemployed 
and elderly Americans. That policy has worked. Borrowing costs 
have fallen at record rates, providing the first essential basis 
for economic recovery. We are currently assessing all available 
options and will submit new proposals to restore and create jobs 
for unemployed Americans without reigniting inflation and 
driving up interest rates. Our objective is straightforward -

to resume as quickly as possible, in non-inflationary ways, the 
substantial progress toward full employment achieved in 1977, 
1978 and 1979. 

While new initiatives are needed to reduce unemployment, we are 
proud of the following facts: 

• Even with the recession, more jobs have been added to our 
workforce under President Carter than during any other Presidential 
term in American history . 

• Over the past three and a half years, employment among women 
and minorities has risen much more rapidly than among the 
population as a whole. 

• Last year, 75% of the entire national increase in black youth 
employment was accounted for by the youth jobs program initiated 
by President Carter. 

President Carter's commitment to the goal-of full employment is 
embodied in the long list of steps that have been taken since 
January 1977 to create jobs and increase economic opportunities: 

Adult Job Opportunities 

• Enactment of the Humphrey-Hawkins Full Employment Act. The 
White House participated in every stage of the drafting and 
lobbying to win final passage, which would not have been achieved 
without strong Presidential support. We remain fully committed 
to the objectives embodied in this Act. 

--�· 
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• A doubling of tbe budget for employment and training.* 

• A 50% increase in the CETA program.* 

• A new private sector jobs initiative (new Title VII, CETA}. 

• An additional 400,000 public service jobs to be created 
through enactment of welfare reform . 

• A firm commitment to set-asides in federal public works programs 
to promote job opportunities for minorities . 

• Creation of 400,000 jobs as a result of projects undertaken 
through the Urban Development Action Grant Program. Through 
leveraging, this program has produced almost $6 in private 
sector investmerit for every $1 in federal funding . 

• Creation of new programs and expansion of existing grant 
programs that create jobs in high unemployment areas, including: 

The first national program to weatherize homes 
of low income families. 
A four-fold increase in construction starts of 
low cost public housing.* 

A near doubling of funds for production of all 
subsidized housing.* 

A 90%-increase in funds for the Northeast Rail 
. t * PrOJeC . 

A 3000% increase in federal funds for urban 
economic development.* 

Youth Employment Initiatives 

• Enactment of the 1977 Youth Employment Projects Demonstration 
Act which increased federal funding for youth employment·from 
$2.5 to $4 billion . 

• A new proposed Youth Act of 1980, to increase funding for 
youth jobs and training from $4 to $6 billion over two years. 

* 
• A doubling_of the Job Corps . 

• Enactment of a new targeted tax credit to promote private 
sector jobs for the young, the handicapped and the disadvantaged. 
To date, over 200,000 jobs have been filled as a result of the 
tax credit. 

• Over a million summer jobs for young Americans this year. 

*carter FY 81 compared with Ford FY 78 budget� 
_ .... 
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3. ENERGY POLICY 

Under President Carter's leadership, America has launched a 
massive, far-reaching and comprehensive program to solve the 
energy crisis, and to do so in a fair and progressive way. 

To finance this program, the President fought for and passed 
the $227 bil�ion Windfall Profits Tax, the single largest 
and most progressive revenue measure in American history. 

To spur conservation, and production of solar and other 
renewable energy resources, we have: 

• Established a target of a 20% solar contribution to total 
energy use by the year 2000. 

• Tripled federal funding of solar energy research and 
development.* 

• Created the new $2.8 billion Conservation and Solar Bank . 

• Adopted economic incentives, such as the phase-in of 
replacement\cost pricing, which for the first time is beginning 
to make solar and conservation competitive with continued 
heavy dependence upon traditional energy sources . 

• Established a new weatherization assistance program which 
will help weatherize a half million homes this year . 

• Enacted the first program of federal assistance to help 
weatherize public buildings such as hospitals and schools . 

• Adopted the first tax on "gas guzzlers" to promote increased 
fuel efficiency for automobiles . 

• Passed new utility rate reform legislation to encourage 
conservation pricing . 

• Enacted first tax credits for homeowners and businesses to 
make conservation improvements. 

To boost production and ensure equitable distribution of 
American energy supplies, we have: 

• Provided increased incentives for production of coal, 
natural gas, petroleum, solar and renewable energy sources. 

*carter FY 81 compared with Ford FY 78 budget. 
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• Eliminated the aual pricing system which had denied natural 
gas supplies to non-producing states . 

• Approved the Alaska Natural Gas Pipeline and the Northern 
Tier Pipeline to deliver North Slope supplies to the lower 
48 states. 

• Adopted a major new initiative for production of liquids 
and gases from sources such as coal, oil shale, and biomass. 

To protect the environment and ensure that it is not sacrificed 
in the effort to meet the energy challenge, we have: 

• Passed stronger air and water quality amendments • 

• Enacted a strong law to govern strip mining. 

• Proposed comprehensive programs to deal with hazardous and 
nuclear wastes . 

• Insisted that all new coal-fired power plants be equipped 
with scrubbers • 

• Fought for strong protections to prevent the destruction 
of irreplaceable wilderness in Alaska. 

• Passed a bill to begin to deal comprehensively with the 
problem of acid rain, with intensified research on the 
environmental effects of increased coal burning . 

These new policies have already made a difference. And the 
success of the President's conservation and produc�lon policies 
can be seen in the following facts: 

• Demand for all petroleum products had dropped nearly 10% 
in the last year . 

• We are importing over 1-1/2 million fewer barrels of oil 
per day than we did in 1977 • 

• Our imports-of foreign oil this year are down more than 12% compar�d with the same.period in 1979 . 
• We have more oil drilling rigs in operation today than at 
any time in the last 25 years, and the number of oil and gas 
drilling rigs now in operation has increased 25% since 1979. 
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Much more remains to be done: 

• The President has proposed and we are urging the Congress 
to enact legislation which would permit a tripling of total 
public investment in mass transit during the next decade. 

• We have proposed a shift in the formula for distribution 
of mass transit funds to bring more resources to the cities 
in greatest need� 

• We must continue to expand incentives for the development 
of solar and renewable forms of energy and build on the 
President's historic new Solar and Energy Conservation Bank. 

• We must continue to increase emphasis on nuclear safety while 
we use nuclear energy, with ultimate emphasis on non-nuclear 
alternatives. 

• We must redouble efforts toward conservation and we must 
ensure that adequate resources are made available to identify 
and respond to any environm�ntal problems associated with 
expanded energy production from coal. The President has 
asked Congress for immediate hearings on the problem of acid 
rain. 
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4. FEDERAL INVESTMENT IN THE NORTHEAST AND INDUSTRIAL MIDWEST 

A central premise of the President's entire legislative 
program has been a recognition that past federal policies 
and programs have served to discourage investment in our 
cities, and especially in the older industrial cities, many 
of which are located in the Northeast and Midwest. 
Revitalization of our economy is imp�ssible without a stronger 
national commitment to urban areas and to the economic health 
of the Northeast. President Carter has fought for policies 
and programs to meet this commitment, including: 

• America's first comprehensive urban policy emphasizing a 
dramatic increase in financial aid to cities and urban counties 
and an across-the-board retargeting of federal assistance 
programs toward communities and regions that need it most. 
This effort has generated enactment of 15 new proposals and 
over 100 changes in existing programs such as Community 
Development Block Grants and Economic Development Assistance 
to bring more resources to cities in the Northeast. One new 
program -- Urban Development Action Grants -- will generate 
nearly $10 billion in public and private sector center city 
investment in the first three years alone • 

• The liberalization of the investment tax credit to include 
modernization of America's existing industrial base, which 
is heavily concentrated in the Northeast • 

• Targeted federal government procurement, facilities and 
jobs to the high unemployment central cities . 

• A $25 billion (40%) increase in aid to state and local 
governments since 1977, with the largest increases reserved 
for programs that benefit our older cities, such as: mass 
transit (60%), economic development assistance (98%), urban 
economic development (3000%), UDAG (no program before 1978), 
public service employment (257%), nutrition assistance (food 
stamps, WIC, school lunch 193%), and low income energy assistance 
(no program before 1979).* . 

-

This effort to revitalize and diversify the economic base of 
urban America is showing important results in cities like 
Baltimore, Toledoi Boston, and New Yotk. While problems 
still remain, those cities are enjoying a genuine Renaissance. 

* - - -
Carter FY 81 compared with Ford FY 78 budget. . 
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But the job is far from done. In the future we must build 
on the progress already begun through: 

• National economic policies to restore health to our urban 
areas. The needs of the Northeast will be fully and fairly 
reflected in the President's forthcoming economic initiatives . 

• Prompt ena�tment of President Carter's proposal to expand 
economic development efforts by providing over $1 billion in 
new loan guarantees- and doubling the number of economic 
development grants available . 

• Enactment of local government revenue sharing, with a 
modified formula to bring more funds to needy jurisdictions 
and the President's proposal for $500 million in transitional 
aid for cities . 

• A thorough evaluation of the urban impact of the tax code 
to ensure that businesses have the incentives needed for 
investment in needy areas of our country. 

To ease the regional impacts of decontrol, the Windfall 
Profits Tax will recapture revenues totaling $227 billion, 
with a major share of the funds dev6ted to mass transit, low 
income energy assistance, conservation, solar and conversion 
of utilities to coal -- programs which will strongly benefit 
the Northeast. 
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5. HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE 

We strongly agree that the federal budget must respond to 
the needs of the poor. For this reason, the President took 
the unprecedented step opposing the first budget resolution 
reported by the House-Senate Conference Committee and fought 
in both the House and Senate for amendments to increase the 
allowance for programs designed to serve our cities and 
those most in need. We have also vigorously resisted irresponsible 
tax cut amendments, and proposals which would divert resources 
from more urgent social needs. 

The following table illustrates the peicentage increases in 
federal support for human services and low income assistance 
programs achieved by the Carter Administration, comparing 
the President's March 1981 budget with the 1978 budget 
proposed by his Republican predecessor: 

Education 
Bilingual and Indian Education 
Head Start 
Summer Jobs 
Housing for the Elderly 
Nutrition Assistance 
Legal Services for the Poor 
Public Service Employment 
Mass Transit 
Title XX Day Care 

73% 
117% 

73% 
66% 

107% 
200% 
257% 
171% 

67% 
70% 

Spanning the complex of human assistance programs, President 
Carter has added more federal resources to revitalize our 
cities, provide jobs for the unemployed, improve the education 
of our children, feed those who are hungry, build mass transit, 
and provide housing for those who cannot afford it than any 
President in American history. 

We have: 

• Enacted a new concentration grant program authorizing a 
$400 million increase in education funds to help children 
who attend inner city schools . 

• Enacted the first national youth employment and training 
program (YEDPA), increased funding from $2.5 to $4 billion, 
and proposed a further. $2 billion expansion of the federal 
youth effort over the next two years (Youth Act of 1980). 

- · ·  
_ .... _ _  _ 
- _, 
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• Dramatically expanded funds to provide better nutrition 
for low income pregnant women and infants . 

• Led the fight for food stamp reforms ensuring benefits for 
an additional 2.2 million low income Americans. 

• Proposed and enacted the largest increase in the minimum 
wage in American history. · 

• Proposed the most progressive national health insurance 
program ever submitted by an American President, providing 
expanded coverage for senior citizens, the poor, the elderly 
and expectant mothers and infants, and protecting all 
Americans from the fear of financial ruin as a result of 
catastrophic illness. This proposal builds the structure 
and momentum for fully comprehensive health insurance as 
soon as economic conditions allow, and would bring over $800 
million in fiscal relief to the governments of New York • 

• Proposed a new $266 million Child Health Assurance Program 
(CHAP) to provide better preventive and primary health care 

for disadvantaged children . 

• Proposed and enacted a new Child Welfare Act which reforms 
adoptions and foster care programs to remove incentives 
which contribute to institutionalization and family break-up 
and place highest priority on the interests and needs of the 
child . 

• Proposed a welfare reform program which would lift over 2 
million Americans out of poverty, provide over 400,000 public 
service jobs, expand the earned income tax credit for the 
working poor and provide $900 million in fiscal relief. 
The cash assistance bill and a portion of the fiscal relief 
proposal by the President have already been approved by the 
House of Representatives. 

--· 
--, --
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6. PRESIDENTIAL LEADERSHIP IN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY 

Because minorities still suffer from discrimination in housing, 
education, employment and many other aspects of American 
life, President Carter has made civil rights legislation, 
enforcement and affirmative action a top national priority. 
In the past three and a half years, we have: 

• Brought about a revolution in civil rights enforcement by 
putting professiona�s from the civil rights movement in 
charge of those crucial programs. 

• Pressed for strong new cease and desist authority to end 
discrimination in housing (Equal Housing Amendments of 1980) . 

• Intervened on behalf of affirmative action programs in the 
Bakke and Weber cases . 

• Nearly tripled federal procurement from minority businesses . 

• Greatly increased federal assistance for school districts 
to comply with civil rights requirements . 

• Reorganized and greatly strengthened the Equal Employment 
Opportunities Commission, cutting the time for processing of 
complaints f r om two years to two months. 

• Established a dual prosecution policy and special units in 
the Fed�ral-Attdrn�y's offices to inv�stigate and prosecute 
suspected violations of civil rights laws by law enforcement 
authorities . 

• Proposed and secured Congressional approval of a Constitutional 
amendment to provide full voting rights for the District of 
Columbia . 

• Initiated new Justice Department efforts to combat use of 
zoning and land use laws to deny civil rights . 

• Voluntarily placed the White House under Title VII of the 
Civil Rights Act . 

• Fought Congressional efforts to eliminate school busing as 
a tool to achieve school desegregation. 

--
- _, 
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• Proposed and vigorously defended the use of minority set
asides in federal programs. 

• Appointed more 
positions than 

women 
any other 

and minorities to 
Administration 

senior government 
in history. 

• Appointed more minorities to the Federal bench than all 
previous Presidents combined. 
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7. FOREIGN POLICY AND NATIONAL SECURITY 

For three and a half years, President Carter has clearly, 
firmly, consistently and effectively pursued the following 
foreign policy and national security objectives: 

• To protect the peace, strengthen America's defense 
capability, and resist and whenever possible prevent 
actions which threaten the peace. 

• To reduce as swiftly as possible American dependence 
on imported oil. 

• To negotiate and ratify an effective strategic arms 
limitation agreement with the Soviet Union . 

• To assist in the fight to bring peace to the Middle 
East in a way which ensures a safe, secure, independent, 
permanent J�wish state of Israel. 

• To restore America's moral leadership and influence 
among countries of the developing world. 

• To promote, through peaceful means, respect for human 
rights. 

An overview of the major challenges facing countries the 
world over during the last three and a half years reveals· 
the following facts:-

• America has taken stronger steps and achieved more 
dramatic results in reducing our oil import dependence 
than any other industrialized nation on earth . 

• America alone among countries outside the Middle East 
has been the catalyst for peace -- not on any terms, but 
on terms which respect the security needs of Israel • 

• America has been the most -aggressive leader in the 
world for nuclear arms control, including strategic arms 
limitatiori, theater arms limitation, conventional arms 
limitation and nuclear non-proliferation. We have made.� 
major progress toward a comprehensive ban on nuclear tests 
and on the balariced mutual reduction of conventitihal 

· 

forces in Europe. We �re determined to broaden the scope 
of our arms control efforts in follow-on SALT and other· 
negoticitions. · -- -· 
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• America has moved farther than any other nation on 
earth to improve relations with the peoples of Latin 
America and Africa through ratification of the Panama 
Canal Treaties and our strong support of majority rule 
in Africa. 

• America has done more by far than any other country to 
resist Soviet aggression through peaceful means, including 
a major boost in support for NATO, our leadership in 
implementing across-the-board trade sanctions, and our 
success in organizing the boycott of the Moscow Olympics. 

• America has been the leading world advocate for 
compassionate policies to deal with the plight of refugees 
from Southeast Asia . 

• America has achieved one of the most important diplomatic 
breakthroughs of the last decade through the normalization 
of relations with the Peoples Republic of China . 

• America has turned around nearly a decade-long decline 
in real support for defense, with greatest emphasis on 
readiness, modernization of existing foices, strengthening 
of NATO, and new weapons systems which genuinely contribute 
to our nation's security. 

None of these important achievements is complete. Each 
remains high on President Carter's diplomatic and national 
security agenda. And· none are of stronger and more immediate 
and personal concern to the President than the peace and 
security of the Middle East, including: 

• The prompt withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan. 

• The safe return of the American hostages from Iran . 

• The successful conclusion of the Camp David process. 

Positive Soviet action on Afghanistan would facilitate Senate 
consideration of the SALT II Treaty on its merits as a document 
which _would both enhance American security and reduce the 
risks of-nuclear war. Because American security interests 
are best served by ratification of the SALT Treaty, the 
Cartei Administration remains firmly committed to it and 
will press for ratification as soon as approval becomes 

· feasible. 
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We rej ect the simple-minded sloganeering of the opposition 
party in an election year, which would: 

• Abandon a generation of American leadership on behalf 
of arms control. 

• Mortgage the economic opportunities of a generation of 
Americans through unprecedented and unj ustified increases 
in a defense budget which is already growing at a 
substantial rate . 

• Discard peaceful means of deterring Soviet aggression 
in favor of the rhetoric and recklessness of the cold 
war. 

• Isolate the United States from allies and friends 
throughout the world. 

America can never provide the substance of leadership and 
simultaneously stand rigid and unchanging to every past 
policy position in an unpredictable and rapidly changing 
world. America can never sacrifice fundamental principles, 
as in the case of the Middle\East, to the desires or interests 
of particular allies. But we can and will continue to exercise 
leadership in responding to the overriding challenges confronting 
peoples all over the world -- restoring respect for the 
sovereignty of nations, promoting the peace, overcoming the 
energy crisis, resisting the tactics of aggression and terrorism, 
and building new bonds of cooperation between the industrialized 
and developing world. 
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8. ISRAEL 

A firm, clear, unequivocal commitment to the security of 
Israel has always and will always govern Carter Administration 
policies in the Middle East. From the President on down we 
have repeatedly stated that the United States will not recognize 
the PLO and �ill not negotiate with the PLO unless and until 
it first recognizes Israel's right to exist and accepts UN 
resolutions 242 and 338. It is past time for a total end to 

�.terrorism against Israel-�� and_we insist that all partie� 
accept it. Our goal is a just and lasting settlement 
throughout the Middle East. Unlike other Administrations, 
we will never condition our aid to Israel to any position 
Israel may choose to adopt in any negotiation. Indeed, almost 
half the aid ever given to Israel by the United States --
$11 billion -- has been requested by the Carter Administration. 
The only way to secure a meaningful peace is for Israel to 
make her own judgments regarding the terms of that peace. 
We have worked tirelessly to construct the Camp David framework 
and to bring the parties together, and we are determined to 
continue that process. No President has ever worked harder 
or more successfully for peace in the Middle East than President 
Carter. That is a judg�ent shared-by-the leaders of-��ra�l, 
of Egypt and of nations throughout the world. 
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9. EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT 

Having secured Congressional approval of the ERA extension, 
President Carter continues to press for ratification by the 
States. We will not rest until the ERA is approved as an 
Amendment to· the United States Constitution. 
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OF NEW YORK STATE 

To the Honorable 
The President of the 

United States 
Jimmy Carter 
The White House 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. President: 

June 17, 1980 

The Leadership of the Liberal Party of New 
York State thanks you for your invitation to visit the 
White House for an exchange of views on the issues 
confronting our nation. Almost four years ago you met 
with Alex Rose and myself at the Waldorf Astoria in New 
York for a similar purpose. Four years have passed 
since we have met or conferred. 

In previous Administrations, the Liberal 
Party has enjoyed a continuing relationship with the 
Presidents it helped elect. The communication between 
the Liberal Party and Presidents Roosevelt, Truman, 
Kennedy and Johnson was always both ways. The Liberal 
Party was their staunch ally in the political wars, and 
these Presidents gave the Liberal Party sustaining 
recognition as a positive force for progressive politics. 

The recognition the Liberal Party is accustomed 
to goes beyond the pe�sonal relationships of its leaders 
with Presidents. Far more important, the Liberal Party 
has sought from its successful candidates support for 
its ideals and priorities. In return it could offer 
not only votes in a decisive State in national elections, 
but its good name as a Party of progressive sp1r1t with 
a special care for the poor and underprivileged of our 
land. 

The Liberal Party understands the kinds of 
pressures to which Presidents are subjected. It expects 
no special privileges. It does expect from those it 
supports the sustaining friendship and regular consulta
tion with its leaders that is inherent·in any meaningful 
political alliance. 

a rr--l & l '- l,.-..,.�1� 1.. 1 '\.1 _.,......,.....,...._,..... - ....,...r-1 
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June 17, 1980 

Page Two 

In this respect, the last three and three 
quarter years have been disappointing. The Liberal 
Party Leadership has not been consulted by your Admini
stration. It has not been asked for input or partici
pation in the views or labors of the Federal Government 
at any level for almost four years. 

Mr. President, we are a Party of free and 
independent spirits. We are proud of our independence. 
We care about issues. We care about the working people 
of this country. 

We cannot accept deliberate recession accom
panied by increasing unemployment as a means of control
ling inflation. If you wish our renomination in 1980, 

you will have to give us convincing reasons in terms 
of issues, policies and priorities which we believe to 
be important. The fact that Ronald Reagan is more 
objectionable is not sufficient reason for our endorsing 
your cand·idacy. Our rank and file have given us a clear 
indication that they would not support us in it! 

Frankly, Mr. President, we cannot go along 
with the drift of yo�r Administration toward conserva
tism. If the Democrats generally have come to the 
conclusion that a return to "laissez-faire" economics 
i s  the answer to our problems, we believe they will 
lose the election. Republicans make much better con
servatives than do Democrats. If th� independents and 
non voters, who today make up a virtual majority of the 
electorate, are given a progressive option, we believe 
they will determine the outcome of the 1980 Presidential 
election. 

Historically speaking, liberalism's best 
hope in government has been a strong, active Presidency. 
Progressive liberalism has been peculiarly dependent 
on aggressive leadership in the Executive Branch of the 
Federal Government. Consequently, Iiberalis� and dynamic 
Presidents have enjoyed a symbiotic relationship which 
has provided mutual political enrichment and fortifi
cation. The Liberal Party cannot nominate a Presidential 
candidate who does not believe in this kind of relation
ship and in its nourishment. 
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Page Three 

As the 1980's confront us with frightening 
new problems, they will require of us bold initiatives 
and aggressive leadership. This is no time for warmed
over programs from the past, and far less for a return 
to the economics of Herbert Hoover. Presidential leader
ship on the level of great issues is required. The 
American people will be found willing to sacrifice if 
their President will explain clearly why it is necessary, 
and assure them that all Americans are sharing the 
burden in accordance with their ability to do so. They 
do not now have any such assurance. 

So far in this campaign there has been little 
discus�ion of issues. We do not believe this election 
can be won without a vigorous, national debate. There
fore, the Liberal Party, in determining whom to nominate 
for President, will fook for a candidate who ha� cultiva
ted a national constitutency founded on clearly articu
lated, liberal principles, and who has propounded in 
d etail a progressive program as a real alternative to 
the know-nothing, do-nothing, Republican Reagan approach. 

I enclose a Memorandum on National Policy, 
1980, su��arizing what the Policy Committee of the 
Liberal Party of New York State deems to be some of 
the important issues upon which we would judge your, 
and other, candidacies. 

On behalf of our Leadership, let me thank you 
again, Mr. President, for this opportunity to exchange 
views. We will be making our decision in_Convention 
next September. In the meantime, you have our good wishes. 

pap 

Yours sincerely, 

�dA�7£-: ��t;: 
Donald stl���

� -

�a;;�:;��npf 
Chairman 

· · 

The Liberal Party of New 
York State 
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In 1976 Jimmy Carter was the Presidential Candidate of the 
Liberal Party. In 1980 he is seeking Liberal Party renomination. 
It has become apparent that most Liberals are disappointed with 
the Carter Administration's failure to implement its 1976 platform. 
They are urging the Party to consider an indepenqent candidate un
less the President implements a more progressive program in 
accordance with Liberal Party policy positions: 

l. A NEW ECONOMIC INITIATIVE 

No issue is of greater importance than the health of the 
American economy. Not only our own welfare, but our influence 
around the world depend on it. There are now ffiore than eight 
million unemployed runericans, and the number is increasing. 
Yet double-digit inflation continues. President Carter was 
elected, in part, on his commitment not to fight inflation 
through contrived recession and high unemployment, yet that is 
precisely what his policies have produced. A new economic ini
tiative to atta9k the problem immediately, vigorously and com
prehensively is required; Clear articulation of such a policy 
will, we believe, be determinative of any candidate's success 
i n  November. 

There is evidence that the steel and automobile industries, 
the back bone of our industrial economy and basis of our mili
tary security, are losing out in competition with foreign com
panies, undermining the livelihoods of millions of A�ericans. 
People are worried. They see Recession drifting into Depression. 
They see other industries becoming shaky. Lhey see the people's 
taxes being used to favor multj-national corporations. They see 
tax shelters and loop holes for the rich and the pamering of 
corporate America, while the Social Security tax upon all the 
people is vastly Increased. 

A key element in a new economic initiative should be some plan 
for governmental assistance in both long and short range indus
trial planning on an industry-by-industry basis, guided by 
careful discussions among senior business, labor, governmental 
and consumer representatives, along with independent experts. 
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��ny industries suffer from aging technology or outmoded pro
duction methods. Some should survive, and sone should not. Some 
indu stries could sell more abroad if they could expand their 
capacity to develop new products , while other s have no such 
potential.but may have other inherent inpor�ance for national 
security. These varying possibilities need to be identified 
and evaluated. A new economic plann ing process must be developed 
·.-lit h governmenta l assistance to aid ne\v capita l formation and 
investment on a selec�ive, targeted basis, either directly , or 
through a new quasi-governmental corpo racion created for that 
purpose., 

2. Gm1MITHE!:-E TO A Fu"'LL EMPLOYMENT ECONOHY 

With unemploynent rapidly ri sing and forty to sixty percent 
of minority you�h struc turally unemployed, there is need for a 
gcve�ent-sponsored, crash program co create employment. �othing 
less than a domestic "Narshall Plan'' designed to employ a whole 
range of st::-ategies to put .America back to r..;ork Hil l  be requir e d . 
The recession is here. It could rapidly become a Depression . The 
programs to cushi9n its impact should have been in place and 
ready to go. There is amp le time bet":v-een now and the Liberal 
Convencion for the President to make a �eaningful ccmmitillent to 
a full emplo�ent economy in \vhich useful and re'tvarding employ
ment opportunities are made available fer all adult Americans 
willing and able to work, with che Federal Government itself as 
the emp lo yer of last resort . We would ask., at the ver y least, 
for announc ement before the Convencion of: 

- A triggered publ ic ser�.lice jcos program of at least 
�hundred and fifty thousand new jobs for every 
million additional j obles s s i�ce January 1, 1980; 

- The one b i llion dollar ccun�er-cyclical fiscal assis
tance program which •vas in t::-:.e Administration's Janu
ary budget and \vas cut out in the March budget; 

- At least the extent of exte�ded w�employment benefits 
that \vas in Dlace . before the Administration chanc-ed - 0 
the fo�ula in January 1980; 

One b ill ion dollars in addi:ional outlays in fiscal 
1981 for the ·pending Youtt Jobs Act o f 1980; a�d 

- The restoration of funds in :he 1980-81 budget to 
""" .... es.to"""_. P 'oas"c human se:·.,--_· C".P "" """ o a """ a...,., s .; nc"1.uc· .;.,..,a - ..... - -- :::-' '- o"- •" • ..... �. -'-l.·o 
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the restoration of five hundred million dollars.in 
t�e budget to save fifty thousand CETA jobs; 

- The restoration of four hundred million dollars to 
support child health assura�ce programs; and the 
restoration of two hundr ed nillion dollars to re
store unemployment benefits for CETA workers ; and 

- A whole series of targe ted progr��s to build and 
rehabilitate housing for lo,,· income families, to 
1.-1eatherize homes, and public buildings, to rebuild 
railroad beds, to repair urban streets and other 
facilities, etc. These programs should be designed 
to involve immediate job creation, and should e�
ploy out-of-work construct ion workers and other 
skilled people , as we ll as those who lack skills. 
At least ten billion dollars should be invested in 
this series of pr o grams this year. A ser i o us anti
recession program requires i�vestwent of this mag:li
tude. Every percentage poi�c increase of unesploy 

ment costs the Federal Go ver�ent twenty bil�ion 
dollars in reduced taxes and unemplovment insurance. 
Our program would appear �ore fiscally prude�t. 

3. ENERGY POLICY 

A critical determinant of our ec8nomic health and national 
security is our energy policy. The public feel"s pecul: .. arl:,- at 
the ::nercy of the big oil companies ;,.;hich, in cooperation � ... �ith 
government, encouraged our increasing dependence on foreign oil 
and high\vay transportation while the nation's public transit 
facilitie s were pe�i t ted to run dow� and all but disappear. T.1e 
peop le ;,.;ould be willing to pay a sizeable, across-the-board tax 
on gaso line i£ they could see that a large p ercentage of this would 
be used for improving and exp anding ;:;.as.s sransit. He2.'·lily to tax 
gasoline while not improving mass transit and making it ava il able 
to areas accessible only to automobiles is once again to put the 
nain bu�den o£ the g a sol ine tax upon the poor . 

\-Je remain t.:....'"1duly dependent on i:::;?o-::-::ed oil ?arcly because of 
the tax advantage c:.ccordeci the big oil co_:::panies in buying their 
oil ab::-oad. :2.is should be corrected. �,.;,:-"ile the era of cZ"lea-:> 
en:r�y i.� over I we shou

.
ld be much �ere ' ca::-e£u� to see. tha;:: energy 

prlclng coes not exacerb ate our eco�on�c problems or �urc those 
least able to afford the extra impact. For the future we should: 

- place a higher priority on incentives for ccnserva-
t ion anG. energy effie iency. Comprenens i ·1e legisla c io:1. 
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re\.;arding home ow-ners, :-e�te::-s, cowmercial building 
mmers and industrial use::-s £or caking steps .to use 
less energy could save four million bar::-els of 
i::nported oil a day by 1990. A greater percentage 
of the windfall profits t�{ should be earmarked for 
conservation investment. The ?::-esident's proposal 
calls for onlv one oercent of the windfall-tax to 
be used for c�nservation. T2is is totally inade��ate; 
it should be ten times that a�ounc. Conservation 
techniques have proven c�e 2os� effective energy
saving strategies yet, and mo::-e money should be �ade 
available for the::n tha::i for the s:.-""nfuels, \-ihic::--:. have 
not yet proved themselves to be economic, and -:.;t:ich 
hold ��� less lona -ra� �� �����-a th�n -eneT7a�,o - J.. � ..r... - 1 ,::, ... �0- ;-.:-v-. ..:...::;,._ .. L_c;;;. J. .L.. 1'. :..� .--

energy sources. We would proha�ly do far better to 
look to natural gas ar.d so�e coal for a transition 
fuel, pinning our long-range hoDes on solar and othe:
renewable energy sources. 

Vastly stepped up resea::-c� an� d�velo�ment of re
ne\-7able energy sources, especlal.:.y ali forms of 
solar ene::-gy. 

Place a moratorium on the cons�=�ction of new 
nuclear power plants, and beg in phasing out existing 
-;:>lants as other sources of po�.;e:- are developed. It 
becomes increasingly clear that nuclea::- p6wer is 
nei ther economic nor safe, nor has any way yet been 
found safely to dispose of its waste products. 

- T � ·� th � -o- �-nh �n- t� l o--�- ao _n ... ens l.LY L e pace OJ. - � ::>e- - �-- - .. 1..0 •• e ono -- -:1:;,� 
enviror . .n1ental effects o:: tne �..;.se of coal in b!."'ing
ing about basic climatic c�ange. Ins��tute measures 
to acce.lerate the convers:.on of oil-fired utilicv 
plants to natural gas or to coal whe!."' e envirorEe;t
ally feasible. 

- Increase low and mode::-ate i�ccme hea t in g  assis�ance 
�o an annual level of a� least five billion dollars, 
the cur:-ent level oaving onlv ab out or.e dollar ::o::
every four dollars· i� i;crea�ed heating bills with 
which poor people have been b�rdened. 
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- The federal government should Bove to aid financially 
NeT..; York and s imi lar S"\ .. 1o-.:-;ay systems so as to keep 
subway fa'!:'es down, recogniz ing that the energy savings 
made possibl e by the su[n .. -ays are a boon to the entire 
nation. New York City, for exaople, represents thirty
five uercent of the nation's mass transit ridershiu, 
yet N�w York receives a ��ch SBaller percent of 

· 

federal mass transit funds. The President should recog
nize the New York sub�.;ay system as a major lin e of 
defense in energy uti liza�ion. It is time to plan for 
a major tr ansfer of monies f'!:'o� the Highway Trus� Fund 
to the support of mass transit systems. Having been 
instr�ental in moving ::::.e P..:::erican people from -;:nass 
transit to the hi ghway s , =�e government iliust now take 
initiative in redeveloping t�e mass transit syste�s. 

4. PROPORTIONAL FEDERP� INVESTME�T I� T.�E NORTHEAST 

Nur:1erous studies have shmm tha:: t=:e::e is a negative outflow 
of tax dol lars from the Northeast a�d North Central States to 
Ca lifornia, the Sun Belt, the Deep South and border States. The 
Report of the Conference of Northeast Governors amply supports 
this proposition. 

Referring to the deployment of existing ill i li ta '!:'y personnel , for 
example, only thirtee!l. percent of tl-:.e ar2e d forces are stationed 
in the North, which has approximatel:.,.- forty seven percent of t:he 
na t ion ' s poDul ation. Fe:::- t-;.;o vears , �ie'..; Yo rk State h as tr ied to 
get the A .... --:ny to t:'.ore ef f e.ctiv� ly u-:::·i.l:..ze :he facilities at Fort 
Dr121 in \-Ja.terto-vm. A strong coTIJI!lit=e::;: sl":c::u.ld be made by President 
Carter to review existing milit ary deploynent. 

There should be a revie\v of existing cost of liv ing formulas 
which have short - c hanged the norther� states by billions of dollars . 
The same holds true for Federal energy credits for solar systems 
Hhich, bec·ause of the increased efficie::cy of these systems in 
Sun Belt states, receive twice the ecsno2ic value of the tax credits 
than do those l iv ing in the Northeast. (T�e President has failed to 
support such a review. ) 

Because of the decontrol of doces;:ic Oll, ove r  the next decade 
a handful of Southern and westeYn sta-:es · . .;ill gain one hundre d and 
t�..:en tv seven billion do ll ars of ne�� �ax '!:'evenues. The Treasurv � -

calculates these will average three a� d four tenth billion dollars 
i� Alaska, three billion dollars in Texas, two billion dollars in 
Ca l ifor-nia and one and t-::-;o tenth bi:.lion in Louisiana. Hhile !"'.orthern 
c ities battle huge deficits, Te.xa�s 6ejate �hethe:::- to rebate caxes 
oy offer ne� services. To esc ape s-:ee� taxes, rno:::-e and more b�sinesses 
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will take their jobs to the Sun Belt, end as citizens flee, the 
• I • 

1 • "'1 ' 1  1 • • "1 , d' �or::neast s CongressJ..ona lUI -uence \·n .. .:..._ G.TtlJ..nc_e, .Lea J..ng to an 
every increasi�g icbalance and moun�ing husan suffering. 

:;, . HEALTH, EDUCATION A1'iD WELFARE SE�VICES 

�.Je believe that Presid ent Car t er 1 s econoBic policies represent 
break with the traditional ·caring-for-::he-uoor oo l icies of the 

er:;ocratic Party over the past for t:y - five yea�. s. This break is not: 
.ared by the Liberal Party. The Liberal ?arty cannot support 

policies \vhich would balance the national 'bt!ciget a t the cost of 
econoBic and social m iserv for thirtv million ��ericans who are 
barely susta in ing a margi�al economic existence. To meet the human 
needs of -�i:lericans J especially. those � . .;ho live in our large cities, 
we � elieve the next Aciministration nust: c��it it self to : 

� . . . ,... 11 ,.. d 1 ,... . . ,... 1- 1. -nchJ..eVlng Iu Ie era r�nanc1ng or we Iare to re J..eve 
stat:es and localities of a 'burde� which they do not 
share equally at the prese:1.t: :;�e. Ne\·.T York City is 
spending over four hundred :nillion dol lars of local 
tax dollars on \v·elfare, and the ·State a:1.d local govern
ments of New York are sue�di�g in total well over 
one billion dollars in �on-federal dollars to pay 
for \velfare. Federal as s'..JTI:D t i on of this burden is 
essential to achieving a d�ce:1.t �.;elfare program and help
ing to res to re the fisca l stabili::y of state and local 
goverr:nents. 

-Enac:::.ent of a comprehens i'Je ;:<l.a:J. for National Eeal th 
Insura:1.ce, covering all Azericans. regardless of i�
co�e 0� age . The plan sho�ld �e flexible enough to 
perui: the insured to c':1oo s e be:-:.;een coverage pr o 
vided by commercial compa�ies (3lue Cross-Blue Shield), 
or j oin ing independent hea.lth plans, and should be 
pha s e d in over a decade. New Yo�k City iS spending 
three hundred million dollars of local tax levied 
dolla.�s annually providing nealth care.in its mun ici 
pal hospital� tC? people who have n.e i t:h�r h�a 1-th i�sur 
ance nor Medlc�J..d coverag e . Coaprenenslve Hea l t:h in
surance is thus extremely L-:2pcrta�t to Ne'.-.' York C ity. 

-The a.dj us t:nent of Federal �.;:e l£ are Allm·mnc es to the 
ever inc;:reasing co�t ?f li�.;�ng. I� is estimc:ted _ t�<7t 
the buy�ng power or tne � . ..;e.L=a::-e a.llo,�·ance or: a .:am:.ly 
of four in New York State has been erorled bv seven:v 
"'erce:--.t since 1972 �.;rithout any cc:::::!ensurate

' 
incr eas� 

in �e � fare allowances. 
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6. PRESIDE�TIAL LEADERSHIP IN EQUAL OPPORTL�ITY 

The recent events in Miami are a grim reminder of the unfinished 
agenda of civil righ ts in this country. �inorities still su=ter 
rampant discri:::lination in housing, e.mplo�en t , education, medical 
care and, �.;orse still, elementary justice. The great legislative, 
judicial and executive strides of the fifties and sixties have 
become a slow shuffle. Only Presidential leadership can revive the 
sense of conscie�ce, compassion, and comwit�e�t which can erase 
this ugly stain from our social fabric. 

7. FOREIGN POLICY AND NATIONAL SECL�.ITY 

American foreign policy must be predictable and certain. 
Our allies and adve'!"saries alike need to knO":·.i our exnectations 
and the consequences of any actions they may take. 

· 

American foreign policy today lacks credibility. Neither our 
people, our close allies, or our adversc.ries seem to understand 
what ':ve want . 

The absence of a consistent and cohesive foreign policy fabric, 
combining an over -c.rching vis ion of ).merican dip lama tic goals -:.;i �h 
the varying taccics of i!rrplementation in va::-ious parts of tl:e -;.;orld, 
rep'!"esents one of the �ost profound failures of the Carter Presi
dency. 

In considering foreigr.. policy, in its nc::Jination delibe:-ations, 
the Liberal Party will be attuned to the <tJay in which the Carter 
Administration, and the other candidates-, ar:: ic"Ulc.te a sot:�d and 
comp'!"ehensive foreign policy, partical ar ly in three areas. 

First, there is needed an expositi o n  of the overall situation, 
the real nature of the Sovie t threat and tl:e concomitant need for 
��erica to counter Soviet aggres s ive tendencies with practical 
steps designed to achieve that end, a::d thus lay the ground �..;ork 
for a resu111ption of the quest of \vorl d. peace. The Liberal Party 
believes in a balanced approach to ::::.e Sovi:t union, one -:.fhich 

·recognizes the Soviet's special advan�ages a�d liabilities in 
occupying the heartland of the Eurasia� land cass . The advantages 
are easy access throug� adjacent bor der s t� ��rope, the Middle East 
and Asia. The liabili t ies stem frora i:s vul::erability to a t:-:.;o or 
thr ee front \var. The special position of :.r-�e ·Soviet Union rec�ires 
i:: to emphasize conven�ional armed f orces , i� which it has f�r out

ba il :. those o£ the United Sta tes. and �-ies:e:-:1 Europe in recent ;:ears . 
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In a period of strategi.c nuclear standoff, like the present , in 
\.vhich neither of the great pm.Jers dares to use its atonic >veapons , 
conventional ar2s beeone definitive. In this respect, the Soviet 
Union has a built-in advantage stemming from the

-
settlement after 

World War II, the peroanent, semi - d isarmament of West Germany and 
Japan . The Soviets need to know that adventurism on their part, 
in using their advantage in conventional arws could lead to the 
inevitable reaming of Japan and West Ger:::12.ny. The United States 
has the advantage so far as conventional nilitary forces are con
cerned of relative isolation by the Atlanti c and Pacific Oceans , 
but the disad vantage of difficulty in bringing conventional armed 
might to b ear in case of Sovi et aggression anr�here along its 
Eurasian frontiers. 

wnat is required is a period of cal3, continuing negotiation , 
between the United States and its allies and the Soviet Union 
and its sattelites tying in levels of stra tegic weapons and con
ventional a=ms, and leadiug to eventua l, step by step , disa�ament 
and the development of mechanisms for the 2aintenance of T,.;orld 
peace. This will require cal3, tough, consistent negotiation , the 
shre�d use of bo�h the carrot and the stick rather than the kind 
of erratic policy shifts which have marred previous .�erican 
ef fo�t s. 

Specifically, �e believe the next ACLinistration should coill
mit itself to the rati ficat ion of S��T II and com?leting uego
t iations on a comprehensive nuclear :esc ban treaty. Sil:J.u ltan 
eous ly it shou l d give notice that the negotiations co ncerning 
SALT III I!lust inc lude conventional ':.vea:Jonrv, and preclude f\.lture 
adventurism such as tha t of the Soviec.TJL:.ion in Afghan istan. 
Americans must understand, hmvever, that :�e Soviet aggress ion 
in Afghaistan :nay •,.;ell have been um,7i:tingly encourag ed by the 
President's vacill a t ion on Angola, Cuba and Iran. 

The Liberal Partv believe s that t:he ?resident Lnust articulate 
forthrightly Amer ic� ' s true defense needs. If the military requires 

, g rea ter spending fer spare parts and conventional arms, the public 
needs to know about it before misguided eff::lr�s to impose wasteful 
defense syste!TIS ovenv-helm prudent de£ense planning. 'lhe defense 
budget must be sub j ect to the mos t 2i�ute exa2ination to enci the 
gold-plating of r.v-eapons systems, ar:d the acquisition c£ un..T1eces s ary 
weapons in the s trateg ic area. New i�vest=ent is clearly needed 
in the conventional weapons area, and in Lhe persor�el area. Our 
ships must be ab le to sail and our planes to fly. Mid-c�reer 
?eople oust feel that continu ing their careers in the military is 
economically ieas ible ; but we must end the i:rt;?licit for:rrula ;v-r-.ich 
has oper ated to impel inve stments i� undi..!l.y technologized and i� 
SOQe cases unnecessary weaponry �henever �e seek to strengthen 
our inves �ents in sens ib le and needed areas. 
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Above all, the President must begin to help the A.me�ican 
Deoole understand chat the inherently frustrating dile:J41a 
Underlying Soviet-�erican relat ions is that military force, 
�hile it can maintain a status auo, can never resolve the 
�ature of U.S. - USSR tensions. 

·
war has become too dangerous , 

threatenino the future of the human �ace itself. 

/ 

0 . 

8 . ISRAEL 

The Liberal Partv be�ieves that the Pres ident should launch 
initiatives to sa lvage the Camp David process, being careful · 

not to isolate Egypt or Israel any ::Eu::-r.her. Here clarity and 
certainty are especially needed. ��e United States should make 
it clear, that it will not negotiate �ith the PLO so long as 
it continues to our sue terrorist a�s and refuses to acknow
ledge Isr ael ' s r ight to exist. Iran s�ould have made clear to us 
and our allies the futility of tryi�g co deal logically with 
terrorists. We need to sake it clear that the issues in the 
peace process have to be negotiatec �ong the parties , and not 
predete�ined unilaterally by the United States or any other 
outsiders. 

9. �QUAL RIGHTS ��NDMENT 

The Equal Rights P..mendulent cons t i tutes a r atif ication of 
one o£ the oldest com:::1it:nents made �y the signe�s of the 
Declaration of Independence. It is necessary because of the 
continued disc::-bination against ':..JOse::. in employment; in com
oensaticn on the ioo and in promo t i o ns in the oublic and private 
s ector s of ou� ec�no2y. Indee d, shc-=:efully, ev�n in la':v. 

10. SEPAR.-\TION OF CH'LJRCH &'W ST_�-� 

The s epa rat ion of Church and Sta:e is one of the .Pillars 
of our free society. The Liberal Pa::-�y is concerned that con
servative forces are ch ipp ing away a:. t hat historic -::·iall -

especially in the persistent a t temp t to extend tax credi�s 
to pa�ents \oJho have enrolled their cf:.ildren in p�ivace schools . 

The Sunreme Court has been clear on :�is auestion for nearlv 
two ce�turies. Preside�tial candidates Bh�uld be equally cl�ar. 
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10. SEPARATION OF CHURCH AND STATE 

The President has repeatedly stated his willingness to use 
the veto if necessary to block legislative proposals, such 
as tuition tax credits, which are unconstitutional. As a 
result of his leadership, the Congress in 1978 approved the 
Middle Income Student Assistance Act as an alternative to a 
Constitutionally unacceptable tuition tax credit proposal. 
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